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Abstract
This thesis contains three chapters evaluating the role of labour market skills in deter-
mining immigrants’ labour market integration and Canada’s innovation rate.
In Chapter 1, I estimate how the impact of entry economic conditions on immigrants’
labour market outcomes varies by the versatility of their skills. Skill versatility is measured
using information on the sectoral concentration of native-born workers with a particular
education field and level. Entry economic conditions are measured using city-level unem-
ployment rates among native graduates from a similar education field and level. Since
immigrants’ location choices can be endogenous to geographic local economic conditions,
I address the endogeneity of immigrants’ location choices by exploiting the historical set-
tlement patterns of immigrants from the same countries of origin.
I find that immigrants suffer a 5 to 8 percent decline in their annual earnings when there
is a one percentage-point increase in entry unemployment rates. When I incorporate the
skill versatility measure in the estimation, the earnings loss is mitigated by 1 to 3 percentage
points, if there is a one standard deviation increase in immigrants’ skill versatility level.
This effect is less evident for highly educated immigrants and it may be due to their
being more likely to have pre-arranged employment before landing. I also find that city-
level onward migration is more likely for immigrants who face unfavourable labour market
conditions at entry, and movers do fare better than stayers conditional on initial setbacks.
Meanwhile, immigrants’ geographical mobility is found to be strengthened to some extent
by their skill versatility.
Chapter 2 examines the effect of changes in skilled-immigrant population shares in 98
Canadian cities between 1981 and 2006 on per capita patents. The Canadian case is
of interest because its ‘points system’ for selecting immigrants is viewed as a model of
skilled immigration policy. Our estimates suggest unambiguously smaller beneficial impacts
of increasing the university-educated immigrant population share than comparable U.S.
estimates, whereas our estimates of the contribution of Canadian-born university graduates
are virtually identical in magnitude to the U.S. estimates. The modest contribution of
Canadian immigrants to innovation is, in large part, explained by the low employment
rates of Canadian STEM-educated immigrants in STEM jobs. Our results point to the
value of providing employers with a role in the immigrant screening process.
v
Lastly, in Chapter 3, using inventors’ names to identify their ethnicity and Canadian
Census and NHS data to estimate ethnic populations, we estimate patenting rates for
Canada’s ethnic populations between 1986 and 2011. The results reveal higher patenting
rates for Canada’s ethnic minorities, particularly for Canadians with Korean, Japanese, and
Chinese ancestry, and suggest that immigrants accounted for one-third of Canadian patents
in recent years, despite comprising less than one-quarter of the adult population. Human
capital characteristics, in particular the share with a PhD and the shares educated and
employed in STEM fields, account for most of the ethnic-minority advantage in patenting.
Our results also point to larger patenting contributions by foreign-educated compared to
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Introduction
Canada consistently ranks among the world’s largest immigrant-receiving countries mea-
sured as a proportion of its population. The Canadian Immigration Act of 1962 ended
the historical practice of selecting immigrants on the basis of their country of origin and
replaced it over the following decade with a ‘points system’ that emphasized the human
capital of migrants. Between the mid-1980s and mid-1990s, both Canada’s annual inflow
of new permanent residents and the share of the inflow admitted under the ‘points system’
more than doubled. Consequently, the share of the Canadian working-age population com-
prised of university-educated immigrants increased from 2.6% in the early 1980s to 3.3%
in the early 1990s and 6.7% by the mid-2000s.
Although the level of education for new immigrants has increased dramatically, little
improvement is shown in their labour market performance over past decades (Aydemir
and Skuterud, 2005; Picot and Hou, 2009; D. Green and Worswick, 2012; Ferrer, Picot,
and Riddel, 2012; Warman and Worswick, 2015). For that reason, a criticism of the Cana-
dian immigration system has emerged, with arguments that policymakers should not only
address supply-side concerns, but also take the demand side into consideration. At the
same time, a burgeoning economics literature examines that immigrants may not only
serve to meet current labour needs in receiving countries, but also bring diversity to pro-
mote innovative ideas, which may improve firms’ productivity and raise entrepreneurship.
Given Canada’s success at attracting skilled immigrants, this three-chapter dissertation
contributes to an empirical understanding of how various types of skills that immigration
brings affect the labour market integration of immigrants and innovation in Canada.
Chapter 1 examines how the effect of entry economic conditions on immigrants’ labour
market outcomes depends on the versatility of immigrants’ skills. There is an ongoing
debate regarding whether immigrants should be selected according to current labour mar-
ket conditions or their own human capital characteristics, regardless of economic cyclical
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changes. It is true that macroeconomic entry conditions not only affect immigrants’ labour
market performance in the initial years after landing in the host-country, but they may
also affect immigrants’ performance in the long run (Aydemir, 2003). However, in practice,
it is difficult to co-ordinate immigration levels with the business cycle, due to difficulties
in predicting future labour market needs. Furthermore, labour market conditions may be
localized and it is not possible to ensure that immigrants settle in geographic areas where
labour market conditions are relatively strong. In this chapter, I construct a skill versatil-
ity measure using information on the sectoral concentration of workers with a particular
education (field and level) and I measure entry economic conditions using unemployment
rates at the city-education level. With these measures, I find that the skill versatility can
buffer immigrants against adverse entry economic conditions.
To inform the innovation-enhancing potential of immigration in a setting in which
a ‘points system’ is used to screen skilled immigrants, Chapter 2 examines the effect
of changes in skilled-immigrant population shares within Canadian cities on per capita
patents. By relating immigrant shares to patent rates at the city level, the result shows
smaller beneficial impacts of increasing the university-educated immigrant population share
than comparable U.S. estimates. The weaker contribution of Canadian immigrants to in-
novation is, is in large part, explained by the low employment rates of Canadian STEM-
educated immigrants in STEM jobs.
Chapter 3 contributes further to the Canadian evidence on the human capital driving
innovation. In this chapter, the attention is extended to the entire Canadian population.
Rather than exploit spatial variation, as in Chapter 2, Chapter 3 explores ethnic variation
of patenting rates in Canada. Chapter 3 investigates which educational and employment
characteristics of the ethnic populations appear to drive innovation growth, as well as the
relative role that immigrants play in contributing to Canadian innovation. The resulting
annual time-series data reveal higher patenting rates among ethnic minority groups. Hu-
man capital characteristics, in particular the share with a PhD and the shares educated and
employed in STEM fields, account for most of the ethnic-minority advantage in patenting.
According to the Labour Force Survey (LFS) in 2016, over 20% of Canadian labour
force is accounted for by immigrants. The integration of immigrants into the labour mar-
ket is important to Canadian economic growth. Results obtained from Chapter 1 reveal
that immigrants with versatile skills are more resilient in the labour market. The skill
versatility, thereby, should be accounted for when screening immigrants’ skills under the
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‘points system’. Furthermore, there is a substantial evidence pointing to significant labour
market challenges of Canadian university-educated immigrants, which suggests that the
labour market skills of Canadian immigrants have not kept pace with the large increase in
their educational levels (Clarke and Skuterud, 2013; Clarke and Skuterud, 2016; Clarke,
Ferrer, and Skuterud, 2016). The labour market challenges faced by Canadian immigrants
lead to a modest contribution of Canadian immigrants to innovation. For example, the
relatively small Canadian estimates obtained from Chapter 2 appear to, in large part, re-
flect the relatively low employment rates of Canadian immigrants in STEM jobs, including
among those educated in STEM fields. If governments are to lever education, training,
and immigration policies to raise innovation, a first step is knowing what types of workers
are contributing to Canadian innovation growth. Chapters 2 and 3 provide insights that








There is an ongoing debate regarding whether immigrants should be selected according
to current labour market conditions or their own human capital characteristics, regardless
of economic cyclical changes. It is true that macroeconomic entry conditions not only
affect immigrants’ labour market performance in the initial years after landing in the
host-country, but they may also affect immigrants’ labour force participation rates and
employment rates in the long run (Aydemir, 2003). However, in practice, it is difficult
to co-ordinate immigration levels with the business cycle, due to difficulties in predicting
future labour market needs. Furthermore, labour market conditions may be localized and
it is not possible to ensure that immigrants settle in geographic areas where labour market
conditions are relatively strong.
Immigrants have made up a considerable part of labour supply over the past decades and
they will continue to be an important source of new workers (Kustec, 2012). According
to the 2016 Labour Force Survey (LFS), over 20% of Canadian labour force is accounted
for by immigrants. Therefore, the integration of immigrants into the labour market is
important to Canadian economic growth. One primary goal of immigration policy is to
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select immigrants to meet economic demands in specific sectors and regions; the difficulty
in predicting future economic fluctuation brings challenges to this policy goal. During
the information and communications technology (ICT) boom in the late 1990s, Canada
selected many postsecondary educated immigrants with computer science and engineering
educational backgrounds to satisfy the demands of the high-tech sector. When the Dotcom
bubble burst in the early 2000s, ICT employment growth decreased without a commen-
surate decline in labour supply, leading to poor labour market outcomes for ICT skilled
immigrants who arrived in Canada in the early 2000s (Picot and Hou, 2009). Also, a report
from Statistics Canada (Frenette, 2007) shows that Ottawa-Gatineau, a major high-tech
cluster, registered the largest increase in its high-tech permanent layoff rate among major
high tech centres during the ICT meltdown.1 These facts together suggest that immigrants
can be affected by sectoral economies specific to their skills and settlement places at entry.
Since sectoral labour demands can shift more quickly than the immigration system can
respond, it is important that immigrants possess versatile skills that transfer to different
sectors. Accordingly, I raise the question: how does the versatility of immigrants’ skills
affect their ability in dealing with adverse entry economic conditions?
Instead of emphasizing how macroeconomic conditions at arrival affect immigrants’ as-
similation profiles, or what is referred to as the ‘scarring effect’(Chiswick, Cohen, and
Zach, 1997; McDonald and Worswick, 1998; Aydemir, 2003), this study stresses the role of
versatile skills in helping immigrants adjust to adverse entry economic conditions. I have
restricted my immigrant samples to those who are in their first ten years in Canada. Since
immigrants who arrive during recessions have higher out-migration rates immediately af-
ter arrival (Aydemir and Robinson, 2008; Picot and Piraino, 2013), their successful labour
market integration is critical in Canada’s efforts to retain skilled immigrants.
Two major innovations are demonstrated in this paper. First, I use immigrants’ educa-
tional field and level to approximate the skills they supply to the labour market and then
characterize these skills using a quantitative measure of their versatility, which I construct.
In particular, I construct a skill versatility measure (vdex ) using information on the sectoral
concentration of native-born workers with similar educational fields and levels. For exam-
ple, university-educated workers graduating from the study field “Business” have a high
skill versatility, because they are employed by a wide variety of sectors; whereas university-
educated workers from the field “Education” have a low skill versatility, because they are
1The layoff rate increased from 2.2% in 2000 to 10.9% in 2001, compared with an increase from 2.1%
to 5.3% between 2000 and 2001 in high-tech sector at the national level.
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employed by a limited variety of sectors. The higher the versatility level of a skill, the
broader the sectoral demand for that skill. Second, unlike the previous literature in which
entry macroeconomic conditions are measured by national or regional unemployment rates,
entry economic conditions are measured by unemployment rates at the region-education
level. That is, entry economic conditions vary by immigrants’ educational fields and levels,
settlement cities, and landing years.
The reasons why the entry economic conditions are measured at the city-education level
are well illustrated by the example of the ICT recession of the early 2000s. First, a partic-
ular education provides a set of skills tied to specific sectors and sectoral labour demand
is often concentrated in a regional economy. Second, immigrants are free to choose where
they live in Canada, but whether the local economy can absorb an increase in the supply
of their skills is not well predicted. However, because immigrants may choose to settle in
a city where they can access good job opportunities, the impact of entry economic condi-
tions can be partly absorbed by such endogenous location choices. I therefore instrument
entry economic conditions using their predicted location choices based on the historical
settlement patterns of immigrants from a particular country of origin.
In this study, labour market outcomes are measured by either log annual employment
earnings or employment status. My findings suggest that immigrants’ labour market out-
comes are sensitive to entry economic conditions and the impacts of initial conditions are
more pronounced for females than for males. Male immigrants’ annual earnings are de-
creased by about 5 log points if the entry unemployment rate increases by one percentage
point. In comparison, females’ are decreased by larger scales, ranging from 5 to 8 log
points. When the labour market outcomes are measured by employment, the impact from
entry economic conditions are not significant for males in most cases, while for females,
their employment rates drop by 1% to 2%. Nonetheless, when the female samples are
restricted to immigrants who are not married, women do not appear to fare worse than
men in a weak labour market.
Furthermore, my results reveal that for below-graduate-level (College/Bachelor) edu-
cated immigrants, having versatile skills can buffer them against poor entry economic con-
ditions. For example, when entry unemployment rates increase by one percentage point, a
one standard deviation increase in a male’s vdex level is expected to mitigate his earning
loss by nearly 3 log points. However, such buffering effects are not evident for immigrants
with graduate level education.
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The discrepancy between the effects of skill versatility on College/Bachelor and Gradu-
ate educated immigrants is associated with immigrants’ pre-arrival employment status. It
is well recognized that highly educated immigrants are more likely to have pre-arrival job
offers in Canada than less educated ones; therefore, highly educated immigrants’ labour
market integration process has more to do with maintaining rather than finding employ-
ment. My longitudinal analysis shows that skill versatility can affect individuals’ job finding
rates and job security in opposite directions.2 On one hand, workers with a more versatile
skills have higher job finding rates. On the other hand, workers with more versatile skills,
face a lower level of job security which is driven by that fact that workers with less versatile
skills are also more likely to be employed in the public sector or sectors with high unioniza-
tion rates.3 Because of this, highly educated immigrants with less versatile skills tend to
have pre-arrival employment in the public sector or sectors with high unionization rates. In
my main estimation, information on immigrants’ union coverage status and public sector
employment is not identified, so that the estimated buffer effects from skill versatility are
diluted for a pooled sample of Graduate educated immigrants.
Finally, I relate immigrants’ city-level mobility to economic conditions. Onward migra-
tion is more likely for immigrants who encounter poor initial labour market conditions.
A further comparison between the samples who did move and who did not suggests that
movers are less affected by the adverse initial conditions than the stayers. I also find some
evidence indicating that immigrants’ geographical mobility is strengthened by their skill
versatility.
Concerned with the aging population and skill shortages that will potentially result
from a flood of retirees, the Canadian government has committed to maintain a stable
annual immigration level since the 1990s.4 Meanwhile, more emphasis has been put on
immigrants’ educational attainment under the point-based immigration system. Although
the level of education for new immigrants has increased dramatically, little improvement
is shown in their labour market performance over recent decades (Aydemir and Skuterud,
2005; Picot and Hou, 2009; D. Green and Worswick, 2012; Ferrer, Picot, and Riddel,
2The longitudinal analysis are based on micro level longitudinal information provided by Survey of
Labour and Dynamics (SLID), where sample size is small. To maintain statistical precision, I pool immi-
grants and natives in the longitudinal analysis.
3For example, workers that held graduate level degrees in ‘Education’ are more likely to work for public
sectors than those held graduate level degrees in ‘Business,’ while a higher skill versatility level is assigned
for workers graduated from the ‘Business’ field.
4The annual immigration level is about 0.8% of current population.
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2012; Warman and Worswick, 2015). For that reason, a criticism of the immigration
system has emerged, with arguments that policymakers should not only address supply-side
concerns, but also take the demand side into consideration. Accordingly, the Express Entry
program introduced in 2015, gives an important role to employers in assessing perspective
immigrants. Screening immigrant applicants with the requisite skills demanded by specific
sectors and occupations, can ensure a certain level of immigrant integration. However,
these immigrants may find difficulty in responding to changing labour market conditions,
because their skills are tightly tied to specific sectors. This study sheds some light on what
types of immigrants should be admitted regarding their resilience in the labour market.
The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows: Section 2 reviews previous work
relevant to my model and empirical results; Section 3 presents my data description and
methodology; Section 4, presents empirical results; And section 5 concludes the paper.
1.2 Literature Review
Entry economic conditions play a critical role in an individual’s careers. The importance of
firm-, industry-, or occupation- specific skills are emphasized in one’s career success (Neal,
1995; McDonald and Worswick, 1998; Gathmann and Schönberg, 2010). Bad economic
shocks at the time of entry may lead to adverse subsequent placements for workers. Hence
these workers have less time and opportunities to accumulate human capital. Asymmet-
ric information also predicts a persistent effect of entry economic conditions (Katz and
Gibbons, 1991). Firms tend to take workers’ initial placements to infer their productivity.
Hence, workers with unfavourable economic conditions at entry are locked in by their ini-
tial conditions. Moreover, an implicit contract model predicts that the conditions at the
time of entry to the labour market can have a long-term impact if there is no occurrence of
renegotiation on wages when economic conditions improve after recessions (Beaudry and
DiNardo, 1991).
There is a wide perception that immigrants are fragile to macroeconomic conditions.
The major barriers to labour market integration of new immigrants are: lack of networks
(Åslund, Hensvik, and Skans, 2014), the recognition of foreign credentials (Ferrer and
Riddell, 2008), the difficulty in transferring human capital to the labour market (Imai,
D. Stacey, and Warman, 2014), and labour market discrimination towards immigrants
with ethnic sounding names (Oreopoulos, 2011). If immigrants arrive in Canada in a
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period of high unemployment, their initial labour market outcomes tend to be further
deteriorated. On one hand, employers lack immigrants’ characteristic information and
are likely use a unemployment history to screen their productivities (Kroft, Notowidigdo,
and Lange, 2013). On the other hand, with regard to human capital, a longer spell of
unemployment may be associated with a faster human capital deterioration. Consequently,
a long unemployment spell caused by an economic downturn is likely to have a negative
impact on an immigrant’s career.
Early studies have provided empirical evidence on how entry economic conditions af-
fect immigrants’ labour market assimilation. Chiswick, Cohen, and Zach (1997) use U.S.
Current Population Survey to show that poor economic conditions at arrival have no ad-
verse long-term effect on the employment opportunities or the incidence of unemployment
among foreign-born. McDonald and Worswick (1998) use public-use files of the Survey of
Consumer Finances (SCF) between 1981 and 1992 to study the impact of macroeconomic
conditions on earnings of immigrant men in Canada. They incorporate job tenure infor-
mation to control for firm-specific human capital and find a negative, though insignificant,
impact of entry unemployment rates on earnings. However, a different conclusion is drawn
by Aydemir (2003) who uses the master files of the SCF, spanning the period from 1976
to 1997, to address the relationship between macroeconomic conditions and immigrants’
labour market outcomes, which are measured as either a labour force participation rate
or an employment rate. The master files of the SCF allow the author to measure entry
unemployment rates at the year of the immigrant’s arrival, whereas McDonald and Wor-
swick (1998) can only measure entry unemployment rates over an extended period due to
the limitation in public-use SCF files. With better data, Aydemir (2003) concludes that a
higher unemployment rate at entry year has negative impacts on immigrants and that the
impacts are permanent though small.
In this paper, I differentiate immigrants by their educational backgrounds and investigate
how the effects of entry economic conditions differ among different types of immigrants. In
this regard, my paper is closest to recent papers by Oreopoulos, Wachter, and Heisz (2012),
Altonji, Kahn, and Speer (2016) and Liu, Salvanes, and Sørensen (2016). All of them fo-
cus on the effects of entry economic conditions on new college graduates. Oreopoulos,
Wachter, and Heisz (2012) study the long-term effects of initial labour market conditions
on Canadian college graduates. By tracking male college graduates’ labour market per-
formance for ten years by using Canadian longitudinal university-employer-employee data,
they show that the magnitude of the long-term earnings loss associated with graduating
from college during a recession varies across their labour market experience, as well as the
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skill levels attached to their major fields of study. The skill levels are approximated based
on the estimated returns from major fields of study. The earnings loss suffered by the least
advantaged graduates is more than four times the most advantaged graduates. Another
related study is conducted by Altonji, Kahn, and Speer (2016), who measure career out-
comes of U.S. college graduates from 1974 to 2011 associated with unemployment rates in
one’s graduation year. Similar to the former study, Altonji, Kahn, and Speer (2016) find
that high-skilled graduates are less sensitive to economic conditions at graduation. Last,
a paper from Liu, Salvanes, and Sørensen (2016) links the skills supplied by college grad-
uates and skills demanded by hiring industries to study the mechanism driving persistent
and heterogeneous career losses from graduating during recessions. They emphasize the
importance of skill mismatch in explaining the short-term and long-term earning loss from
graduating during a recession.
One noteworthy aspect of Altonji, Kahn, and Speer’s analysis is that they stress the
importance of the versatility of a major field of study. Using the census division unem-
ployment rate in the year of college graduation as an indicator of entry conditions, their
estimated results do show that compared to less concentrated majors, more occupational
concentrated majors graduating in a large recession have more disadvantage in finding
employment initially and are increasingly likely to be mismatched as they gain work ex-
perience. They state that majors with lower levels of occupational concentration have a
more diverse set of options, thus are less prone to sectoral shocks.
Moreover, skill versatility can help immigrants recover after localized economic setbacks
by reducing their job search costs or enhancing their outside options in the labour market.
Workers entering the labour market in a recession are likely to be unemployed or face
low wage job offer distributions. To recover from the initial setbacks, they need to take
a costly job search process to find work or move from a low quality job to high quality
one (Javanovic, 1979; Topel and Ward, 1992; Oreopoulos, Wachter, and Heisz, 2012). The
search frictions are smaller for workers with higher versatile skills than those with less
versatile skills, because the labour market, for them, is less tight. As a result, workers
with more versatile skills receive more job opportunities in the labour market and search
for higher paid jobs more intensely after initial setbacks. Under the search and bargaining
mechanism, the shifts in industrial composition change the outside options for a worker
bargaining with her employer, and the probability for an unemployed worker switching
industries affects the intensity of her bargaining capability (Beaudry, D. Green, and Sand,
2012; Tschopp, 2015). Overall, having versatile skills is expected to enhance workers’
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outside options and allow them to negotiate a higher wage rate with employers after initial
setbacks.
1.3 Data and Methodology
1.3.1 Variables from cross-sectional data
I use the master files of the data from Canadian Census for the years 1991, 1996, 2001
and 2006, together with the 2011 National Household Survey (NHS). These data files
provide comprehensive demographic and statistical information. Critical information such
as immigrant status, landing year, education, and industry are provided for persons listed
in both Census files and the NHS. I pool a series of five cross-sectional data files taken from
the Census, as well as the 2011 NHS file to build a pseudo-panel data set. I aim to examine
the effect of skills that immigration brings at the time of landing, but post-immigration
educational investments can change the skills. In order to avoid complications involving
educational investments after immigration as well as attrition caused by death, I restrict
my sample to immigrants whose landing ages are between 25 and 54 while not attending
schools in reference years.5
Entry economic conditions are measured using entry unemployment rates at the city-
education level, so that they vary by immigrants’ educational fields and attainment, settle-
ment cities and landing years. Since the field-of-study data was first available in the 1986
Census file, to construct an unemployment rate for a particular study field and examine its
effects at entry, I further restrict my immigrant observations to those who landed in Canada
between 1986 and 2011. Observations with postsecondary qualifications are assigned with
a specific education field and level.6 Twelve educational fields and five educational levels
are identified. The education fields contain the following categories: ‘Educational, Recre-
ational and Counselling services,’ ‘Commerce, Management and Business Administration,’
5School attendance information is not available in the 1986 Census. I treat an individual whose total
years of schooling is smaller than his or her age minus 6 as one without school attendance. The variable
‘total years of schooling’ is not available in the 2006 census and 2011 NHS, so I predict it from the sample
in the 2001 census. The total years of schooling is regressed on variables such as highest degrees and birth
regions, which are included in both the 2006 census and 2011 NHS.
6The field of study for some respondent is coded as ‘No Specialization’. Two cases are related to that
situation: first, those respondents whose highest degrees are below post secondary level; second, those
respondents whose highest degrees are above secondary level but with an unspecified study field. I drop
the respondents in the latter case.
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‘Fine and Applied Arts,’ ‘Humanities,’ ‘Social Science,’ ‘Agricultural, Biological, Nutri-
tional, and Food Sciences,’ ‘ICT related,’ ‘Mining and Petroleum related,’ ‘Engineering
and Applied Sciences,’‘Applied Science and Trade specific Technologies,’ ‘Mathematics and
Physical Sciences,’ and ‘Health.’7 The education levels, on the other hand, are ‘Secondary
and Lower’, ‘College Diploma’, ‘Bachelor’s Degree’, ‘Master’s Degree’ and ‘Ph.D..’ For
those who are without a field of study, that is, those from the ‘Secondary and Lower’ edu-
cation level, I assign them the unemployment rates of natives with less than postsecondary
education.
The master files of the Census provide 20% random samples of the Canadian population
and obtained a approximately 94% response rate, while the 2011 NHS sampled one in three
Canadian households and obtained a 68.6% response rate. The large sample size allows me
to construct my key explanatory variables using only natives’ information. I calculate the
unemployment rates using the prime-aged (25-54) native sample living in Metropolitan and
Agglomeration Areas (CMA/CA) with particular educational backgrounds. In addition,
individuals’ place of residence in the reference day and five years before the reference day
are surveyed in each file. With samples composed of immigrants who are in their first
10 years after arriving in Canada, the data allows me to approximate their settlement
cities at entry. Specifically, the initial settlement cities for immigrants landing in Canada
within 5 years prior to the survey date are defined as their current residential CMA/CAs,
whereas for immigrants landing between 6 to 10 years prior to the survey date, their initial
settlement cities are identified as the CMA/CAs they lived in five years prior to the survey
date. Ultimately, there are 541,205 recent immigrants in my sample, and 413,495 of them
report positive annual earnings.8
One problem with my data set is that it is based on surveys conducted every five years.
Consequently, it is impossible to calculate entry unemployment rates for immigrants an-
nually. The Census files provide a large number of native samples with information on
their field of study, educational attainment, and residential city, which are necessary to
measure the city-education specific unemployment rate. To predict those entry economic
conditions in the years that are missed in the non-consecutive surveys, I linearly interpolate
7Both the fields ‘Engineering and Applied Sciences’ and ‘Applied Science and Trade specific Technolo-
gies’ are exclusive to the ‘ICT’ and ‘Mining and Petroleum related’ fields.
8The annual earnings are the yearly employment income composed of wages and salaries, as well as net
income from farming and non-farming self-employment.
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the unemployment rates for a specific city and education combination over time.9
The key question of interest is: to what extent skill versatility mitigate adverse impact of
initial economic conditions? To quantify the versatility level associated with immigrants’






where sej denotes the proportion of prime-aged natives with an education e that are em-
ployed in industry j.10 The vdex of a particular education e ranges from 0 to 1, moving
from ‘least versatile’ to ‘most versatile’. Figure 1.4 illustrates the relationship between
the sectoral employment distributions for the field of study ‘Health’ and ‘ICT’ and their
corresponding vdex in a selected year (1991), respectively. The height of each bar repre-
sents the probability of a person being employed by an industry sector, conditional on her
major field of study. There are 77 rectangles of equal width and each represents a specific
industry defined by 2-digit 1980 Standard Industry Code (SIC). To save space, I only label
the industry ‘01’ and ‘99’. In the graph, the ‘Health’ associated vdex is less than that
half of the size of ‘ICT’ associated (0.47 versus 0.95). The employment shares for people
graduated from the ‘Health’ field are highly concentrated to a particular sector while the
employment shares for people from the ‘ICT’ is widely dispersed among sectors. Figure
1.5 plots the the mean value of vdex by education levels over time. The graph suggests
that the higher the education level, the lower the vdex value, while the value of vdex for a
given education level varies little over time. Also, a slight upper trend is seen for the value
9Alternative interpolation methods are also examined. For example, by assuming that the change
of the city-education specific unemployment rates follows the same movement pattern as the national
level unemployment rates over time, I predict the missing entry unemployment rates based on the
annual national level unemployment rates, which can be obtained from Labour Force Survey (LFS).
Specifically, the unemployment rate ur in the missing year t is can be predicted by the equation
ur(t) = (ur(t5)−urLFS(t5))−(ur(t1)−urLFS(t1))t5−t1 × (t − t1) + (ur(t5) − urLFS(t5), where t is a year missed
between census year t1 and census year t5, i.e, t5 − t1 = 5; and urLFS(t5) and urLFS(t1) denote the
unemployment rate obtained from LFS in year t5 and t1 respectively. Since the estimation results are not
sensitive to what interpolation methods are chosen, I only present the estimates with linearly interpolated
entry unemployment rates in this paper.
10The industry code systems selected for vdex measurement are as follows: two-digit SIC1980 for the
Census between 1991 and 1996; three-digit NAICS1997 for the Census 2001; three-digit NAICS2003 for
the Census 2006; and three-digit NAICS2007 for the NHS 2011. Since the total number of industries vary
across census files, ranging from 77 to 100, the skill versatility measure used in the analysis is normalized
by dividing vdexe by (1− 1N ), where N is the total number of industries.
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of vdex over time, and such trend is likely to be caused by an adaptation on the change of
technology. To capture the long-term trend and remove the cyclical influences on the skill
versatility measure, I smooth the skill versatility measure over a quadratic time trend in
the regression analysis that follows.11 The standard deviation of vdex in the native sample
is 0.1. To make the interpretations intuitive and meaningful, I estimate the effect of vdex
by changing its value by one standard deviation.
1.3.2 Validity of vdex
The scale of vdex measures the versatility level of a skill set provided by an education.
There are two possible notions of skill versatility that are of interest, that I want my
measure of versatility to capture. The first is illustrated by Figure 1.1 – an education
provides a person with one skill and that particular skill is demanded by a variety of
industries. The second is illustrated by Figure 1.2 – an education provides a person with
a broad set of skills, each of which is demanded by a particular industry.
However, there may exist a third case in which the high value of vdex is associated with
skill heterogeneity instead of skill versatility. It is illustrated by Figure 1.3. In this case,
an education provides each individual with a skill that is demanded by only one industry,
so that the skill is extremely non-versatile and a low vdex value is expected for that
particular education. Nonetheless, results can be contradictory to my expectation when
multiple types of individuals are covered by this education category. Different types of
persons under that particular education category can find employment in different sectors,
and since vdex is calculated based on workers’ sectoral distribution, I may observe a high
rather than a low vdex value for that particular education. If the third case is the primary
source of variation in my vdex measure, then my vdex fails to describe the skill versatility
level.
If vdex is valid, individuals with a high vdex are expected to have a strong ability to bring
their skills to different sectors. In the data, if individuals are observed to have changed
employers, those with a high vdex are expected to be more likely to switch industries
than others. Unfortunately, my cross-sectional data set does not allow me to follow an
individual’s working history over time. To verify my vdex, I make use of the individual’s
labour characteristics at a micro level using a longitudinal survey in Canada: the Survey
11I have replicated regression analysis using smoothed vdex based on a linear time trend, as well as
unsmoothed vdex. The estimates are robust to different forms of vdex used in regressions.
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of Labour and Income Dynamics (SLID). Six panels from the survey are used to build
a longitudinal data set. The earliest panel starts from 1993, with a new panel being
introduced every three years. In each panel, an individual is interviewed for six years.
Consequently, an individual can be observed up to reference year 2010 in my longitudinal
data. Since the sample size of SLID is small relative to the Census, I pool immigrants and
natives in the following analysis to improve the precision of my estimates.
My sampled individuals are restricted to prime-aged employer switchers, who did not
attend schools. Using the information on individuals’ job ID for their main job during
the reference year (main job ID) and the date they first started working for an employer
(starting date), an employer changer is defined as an individual whose main job ID12 and
the starting date corresponding to that job ID both changed between reference years.13
The data is stacked by person ID and the measurement window, which closes when the
person is observed with a new employer. For example, if a person is observed as having
changed employers in 1994 and 1996 in the first panel (with reference year ranging from
1993 to 1996), respectively, then this person is split into two observations: the first is
observed from 1993 (t − 1) to 1994 (t); and the second is from 1994 (t − 1) to 1996 (t).
The skill versatility measure vdex is assigned to each individual. By restricting my sample
to workers who have changed employers, the probability for them to switch industries is
estimated as:
Piet = ρ0 + ρ1vdexet +Xietλ+ µiet, (1.2)
where Piet is a binary variable, taking value 1 if the individual with an education e has
switched her industry, otherwise, 0; and µiet is the random error term. A vector of control
variables are represented by Xiet, which includes an individual’s gender, age, residential
province, working experience, education, job duration, and experience associated with her
12The main job for the year is defined as the one with the most paid hours in the year. If hours are
identical between two jobs, the main job is the one with the greatest earnings or the longest tenure (if
earnings are identical). It is possible that a shift in a worker’s main jobs is not driven by her job change
behaviour but reallocated working schedule. In my sample, I only include those who have switched to
a new job. That is, the main job they switched to should be with a identifier code that has never been
observed prior to their job switching.
13The job ID is the unique identifier for a job or employment spell with an employer. According to the
variables descriptions, two distinct employment spells with the same employer within the same reference
year would each have a distinct “jobid”. Therefore, simply comparing workers’ job IDs can lead to a
measurement error in my data. In the SLID, the date first started working for an employer (starting date)
is provided for every person-jobid entry. Ultimately, the employer changers are defined as those who have
changed not only their job IDs but also the starting date specific to their job IDs.
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previous industry. Since one person may be observed more than once, the standard errors
are clustered by an individual person.
The parameter ρ1 is of my primary interest, estimating the impact of a change in skill
versatility on the probability that an individual, who has switched employers, has also
switched industry. I would expect a positive and significant estimate of ρ1 if vdex does
capture an individual’s skill versatility level (illustrated in Figures 1.1 and 1.2), as opposed
to skill heterogeneity (illustrated in Figure 1.3). A linearly probability model is used to
estimate the equation (1.2), and the results are presented in Table 1.1 for males and females,
respectively.14 All specifications include panel and year fixed effects. In column (2), I add a
set of control variables including an individual’s gender, age, residential province, working
experience, education, and job duration. In column (3), I also control for an individual’s
experience associated with her previous industry. Estimated coefficients of vdex reported
in each column are positive and statistically significant at the 1% level, implying that a one
standard deviation increase in vdex is associated with a 1.5 to 2.5 percentage-point increase
in the probability of an industry change for men and women, respectively. These findings
provide evidence that my vdex measure is indeed capturing the versatility of workers’ skill,
as opposed to skill heterogeneity across workers.
1.3.3 Main regressions with cross-sectional data
To address my main research question, I estimate the following baseline model
Yicet = α0 + α1ur
l





ce × vdexle +Xicetγ + cityc + yeart + εicet,
(1.3)
where c represents an individual i’s initial settlement city, e is her education in terms
of an education level-field combination, t is the survey year, and εicet is the error term.
The labour market outcomes Yicet are measured by log annual earning or employment.
Annual earnings are the employment income (including self-employment income) reported
by individuals in the survey year t, and the value is adjusted by the 2002 Consumer
Price Index. The employment variable takes the value 1 if annual earnings reported by an
individual are positive, and otherwise, 0. The variable urlce denotes the unemployment rate
at the entry year l. A quadratic function in the variable years since migration (ysmicet)
14A probit model is used to estimate the equation (1.2) as well. The signs of the point estimates predicted
from the probit model are in the same direction as the signs predicted from the linearly probability model.
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and age at migration (age immicet) is denoted by f(ysmicet, age immicet); the fixed effects
from immigrants’ first settlement cities and survey years are represented by cityc and yeart
respectively. Other control variables include total years of schooling, mother tongue, region
of origin, and education level, which are represented by Xicet. To assess how the effects
of entry conditions vary by the skill versatility, I add the skill versatility measure for an
education e at the landing year l, vdexle, and the interaction between entry unemployment
rates and skill versatility measure, urlce × vdexle in equation (1.3). All the analysis is
conducted for male and female immigrants separately and standard errors is clustered by
education and year of immigration.
Although it is unlikely that newly landed immigrants have sophisticated knowledge about
their host country, they still may choose their settlement places depending on local eco-
nomic conditions. Their endogenous location choice can partially mitigate the impact of
entry economic conditions. To purge the variation caused by immigrants’ non-random loca-
tion choice from the data, I instrument entry economic conditions using predicted location
choices based on the historical city-level settlement patterns of immigrants from a specific





where ivurre is the instrumented unemployment rate variable for immigrants from a origin
area r with an education e landing in Canada in year l, and πrj(1981) is the probability for
immigrants from that origin living in city j in the year of 1981. The intuition behind the
instrument strategy is that, for example, if Chinese immigrants historically lived dispro-
portionately in Vancouver, I would expect newly landed Chinese immigrant cohort to more
significantly more likely to settle in Vancouver as well, not because these immigrants select
themselves into Vancouver by the expectation of the favourable local economic conditions,
but rather by the ethnic amenities and geographic proximity provided by the presence of
previous immigrants from their community.
I begin my estimation with ordinary least square (OLS) regressions based on model
(1.3). After the naive analysis, I replace the actual entry conditions with instrumented
entry conditions. Two stage least square (2SLS) regressions are used for the estimation
with instrumented variables (IV).
As described previously, the survey files provide information on the city where an in-
dividual lived five years prior to the survey date. By restricting my immigrant samples
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to those who arrived in Canada at least six years prior to the survey year, I am able to
study their city-level onward migration. I replace the dependent variable with immigrants’
city-level mobility status in equation (1.3), and the mobility variable takes a value of 1 if
their current residential city is different from where they lived five years ago, otherwise, 0.
In this extended analysis, I examine how immigrants’ onward migration decisions are af-
fected by labour market conditions, whether their geographical mobility can improve their
resilience in the labour market, and finally see if their regional mobility is related to their
skill versatility.
1.3.4 Skill versatility in the longitudinal analysis
To examine the mechanism through which vdex affects workers’ employment transitions, I
conduct a longitudinal analysis using micro-level information provided by the SLID. The
SLID has been used to test the validity of vdex in the previous section. Again, to ensure
a meaningful precision of my estimates, I pool immigrants and natives in the longitudinal
analysis. Two types of labour market transitions are of particular interest: first, flows out
of jobless spells; and second, exits jobs due to “layoff or business slowdown (not caused
by seasonal conditions).” Respondents reporting their jobs came to an end because of a
“layoff/business slowdown (not caused by seasonal conditions)” are defined as displaced
workers. An exit rate from jobless spells indicates an individual’s ability in finding new
employment, whereas a job displacement rate reveals an individual’s employment stability.
Longitudinal respondents are from six panels of the SLID data, between the age of 16
and 70. In the analysis that follows, I exclude the respondents who attended schools
in any given reference year, as well as those who were self-employed. In each panel,
the respondents are randomly selected from a stock at the beginning of the survey date
and then interviewed after a time period has elapsed. In every interview, respondents
are asked about their social-economic information in previous calendar years, changes
since the previous interview, and working histories associated with dates. Ultimately,
respondents are observed over windows of a six-year period. The sampling scheme can
cause left truncation and right censoring in my data. The left truncation arises when an
individual began her job/jobless spell at the time earlier than the reference periods. The
right censoring arises if the displacement/job-finding event had not yet occurred within a
fixed time frame. For example, when the entry time for a censored job spell reached the
upper bound of a fixed-time observation window, one cannot say whether the censoring
was due to a stable employment or only because the observation time was not long enough
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for the displacement event to occur. To handle the truncation and censoring issues, I use
a hazard model to estimate the probability of the hazard or the failure event (represented
by either displacement or job-finding) for individuals.
A year-to-year/month-to-month employment status transition is my primary focus. There-
fore, the duration time is discretely distributed in my data. The conditional discrete hazard
rate of a random duration time j for a person i can be written as:
hij = Prob(Ti = j|Ti >= j;Xij), (1.5)
where Xij is a vector of covariates that can vary over time, and Ti represents the time at
which the end of the spell occurs. The hazard rate measures the probability that a length
of a job/jobless spell is j, given that they are no less than j. According to Jenkins (1995),
a discrete-time hazard probability can be straightforwardly estimated via a logit hazard
model. Specifically, the likelihood contribution for a censored spell can be written as:




where Si(j) is a survivor function, and ui denotes the left truncated periods. If a person
entered the observation window five years after her spell was started, that is, she had been
observed since the sixth year of her spell, then ui = 5. If there is no left truncation, then
ui = 0. The likelihood contribution for a complete spell can be written as:
Li = Prob(Ti = j) = fi(j) = hijSi(j − 1), (1.7)






(yiklog hik + (1− yik)log(1− hik)), (1.8)
where yik is a binary variable, taking value 1 if person i is displaced from her job in year
j, otherwise, 0. A logistic function is chosen for hik:
hik = 1/(1 + exp(−θ(k)− β′Xik)), (1.9)
where θ(k) denotes the baseline hazard. I specify θ(k) as log(k). Ultimately, I reorganize
my data into person-period (which is person-year or person-month) format, and estimate
the model using logit regressions for males and females separately. A set of covariates are
included in X: the key variable is vdex, which can vary by education field and level, as
well as calendar year; moreover, an individual’s age, years of schooling, working experience,
marital status, residential provinces, calendar year effects, and panel effects are included.
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To examine the relation between skill versatility and job finding rates, I select individuals
with jobless spells beginning at the time within their observation window. If a person
encountered multiple jobless spells within her observation window, I choose the one with
the earliest entry time. As a result, each individual is observed with one jobless spell and
the jobless spell is not left truncated. A worker has a probability of ending her jobless spell
at each value of j, which is the length of months between the starting month and ending
month. Since my sampled workers have jobless spells that are not left truncated, I can
easily identify what jobs they lost. In particular, the lost jobs are defined as the last job
held by workers before they enter the jobless spells.
I find that workers with low skill versatility levels were more likely to have jobs in
the public sector and in sectors with a high union coverage rate. For example, workers
that graduated from the education field ‘Health’ were more likely to be unionized workers
than those that graduated from ‘Business.’ It is possible that workers with more versatile
skills sort into jobs differently than workers with less versatile skills. Moreover, Kuhn
(1998) examines data sets on Canadian displaced workers and find that displaced unionized
workers suffer a larger wage losses than displaced non-unionzed workers. These together
lead one to suspect: when being unemployed, if workers with less versatile skills suffer
greater subsequent earnings loss than workers with more versatile skills, the underlying
mechanism may be driven by whether they have unionized jobs rather than whether they
have versatile skills. With that concern, I extend my analysis to see whether the effect of
skill versatility is entirely accounted for by workers’ pre-jobless union status. A dummy
variable union is added to my basic model. The variable union equals 1 if a worker held a
unionized job prior to her jobless spell. Since unionized jobs and public-sector jobs share
some characteristics in common, I replicate my analysis by incorporating a variable, public,
in my basic model. The variable public equals 1 if a worker held a job in the public sector
prior to her jobless spell. Finally, I incorporate both the variable union and public in my
logit hazard regressions and compare their effects on workers’ job finding rates.
Furthermore, I regroup my sampled individuals based on information on their lost jobs
and I conduct an analysis for them separately. Specifically, my sampled individuals are
categorized into three groups: individuals who lost non-unionized jobs are included in
the first group, individuals who lost private-sector jobs are included in the second group,
and individuals who lost jobs from non-unionized private sectors are included in the third
group.
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To investigate the relation between skill versatility and job displacement rates, I select
individuals with valid job IDs from the survey. In the survey, an individual is assigned a job
ID for her main job in a reference year. A displacement event occurs when an individual
was laid off from her job that was the main job identified in her earliest reference year.
A worker’s job spell can be left truncated if her job started in the year earlier than being
observed. The job spell is grouped by year. Although a job can lead to termination for
multiple reasons, to simplify my model, a job spell can only be ended by an occurrence
of a displacement event. That is, if a displacement is observed for a respondent, her job
spell is complete, and otherwise, censored. Ultimately, a worker has the probability of
being displaced from a job at each value of j, which is the length of years since she started
that job. As discussed earlier, low skill versatility is associated with a higher probability
of being a unionized or public-sector worker. And unionized workers or public-sector
workers are less likely to become unemployed, even during recessions. Therefore, it is more
interesting to analyse the effect of skill versatility on workers who are not associated with
unions and/or public sectors. Therefore, I replicate my hazard analysis for the following
subgroups of workers: non-union workers, non-public sector workers, and workers who were
neither union members or public-sector workers.
1.4 Results
1.4.1 Effects of entry unemployment rates
Before proceeding to examine the effects of skill versatility, I estimate how immigrants’
labour market outcomes are affected by entry economic conditions. The regressions are
based on equation (1.3), but the variables vdexle and ur
l
ce×vdexle are excluded. Correspond-
ing results are provided in Tables 1.2 and 1.3 for male and female immigrants, respectively.
In each table, the first five columns show the estimates from OLS analysis, and the rest
show the estimates from IV(2SLS) analysis. Results with respect to earnings outcomes are
illustrated in the upper panel, and the results concerning employment outcomes are in the
lower panel.
I begin my regression analysis based on information collected from individuals for the
complete male sample. OLS results presented in column 1 of Table 1.2 are estimated from
the regressions where fixed effects of individuals’ education levels are not included, whereas
in column 2, the results are estimated from the regressions with the education level effects
being controlled. A comparison between the point estimates of ur provided in column
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1 and 2 show that the size of the effects from entry unemployment rates is sensitive to
the education level controls. Immigrants’ educational attainment has been emphasized in
admission, therefore I am interested in studying the adjustment process for immigrants
with different levels of education. I regroup my immigrant samples by their educational
attainment, replicate analysis for every regrouped samples, and compare their resilience
in dealing with poor economic conditions. Specifically, I restrict my immigrant sample
to those who have postsecondary education and then divide the postsecondary educated
sample into two groups: A Graduate group, comprised of individuals with postsecondary
education above a Bachelor’s degree, and a College/Bachelor’s group, comprised of indi-
viduals with educational attainment at or below a Bachelor’s level. The results from the
OLS estimates show that a higher unemployment rate at the time of entry is associated
with a decline in male immigrants’ annual earnings. This is demonstrated through the
fact that all the coefficients on ur in the earnings regressions are negative and statistically
significant at the 1% level.
In Table 1.2, I also provide 2SLS estimates using the instrumented unemployment rate
variable (IV). The first-stage regression results suggest that the actual unemployment
rate, ur, is strongly correlated with an instrumented unemployment rate, ivur, which
is based on the historical settlement patterns of immigrants from the same countries of
origin.15 At the end of the table, I present F -statistic under the null hypothesis that the
instrument variable is irrelevant in the first stage. The results suggest the null hypothesis
is rejected. Separated by a vertical line, the right area of Table 1.2 provides the IV(2SLS)
estimates. The point estimates associated with ur are more negative in the IV analysis
than in the OLS analysis. For example, the OLS estimates of ur associated with Graduate
and College/Bachelor educated men are around −0.01 and −0.02 respectively, whereas
the comparable IV estimators are roughly −0.05, for both Graduate and College/Bachelor
educated men. This is consistent with my expectation that the impacts of initial economic
conditions are mitigated by immigrants’ endogenous location choices.
The same analysis that has been done for males has also been replicated for females,
and the corresponding results are reported in Table 1.3. The findings indicate that the
adverse impacts of entry economic conditions are more pronounced for females than males.
In Table 1.3, I find that a one percentage-point increase in the entry unemployment rate
results in a decrease in the earnings of immigrant women of roughly 8 log points. In
comparison, the associated earnings loss for postsecondary educated males are about 5 log
15A full set of results from the first-stage least square regressions are available upon request.
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points (see Table 1.2). Meanwhile, in terms of their employment outcomes, females are
sensitive to entry conditions, and their employment rates are estimated to decline by 1%
to 2% in response to a one percentage-point increase in the unemployment rate, whereas
for males, the comparable estimates are small and not statistically different from zero.
One possible explanation why women are more affected by poor labour market conditions
than men might be that women’s careers are secondary to their husbands’ careers within
family. This is more likely for a married woman. For a married couple, the husband is
usually the principle applicant as an immigrant, thus he tends to play a dominant role in
making labour market related decisions and the wife follows his decision.16 Therefore, if the
local economy is bad, the household is likely to decide where to resettle depending on the
husband’s job opportunities, and the wife may choose to accompany her husband, rendering
her less flexible to find employment that can optimize her own career development. As a
result, women are affected more than men by economic shocks.
To assess a woman’s labour market performance by her marital status closely, I replicate
regression analysis for married and unmarried women. The results are presented in Table
A.2 in the appendix. When the outcomes refer to annual earnings, the estimated coefficients
for ur are more negative for married females than for their unmarried female counterparts.
It is interesting to note that the point estimates of ur associated with unmarried female
samples have magnitudes that are close to what are observed for their male counterparts.
Although no significant differences are found between married and unmarried women, when
the outcomes refer to their employment rates, the results associated with their earnings are
consistent with my expectation. That is, compared to male immigrants, female immigrants
are more vulnerable to the weak labour market conditions, which is consistent with married
women being more constrained by their family roles.
16The household-level migration model suggests that the migration is a result of joint family utility
maximization, but not all family members benefit equally. Based on this family migration model, Mincer
(1978) brought the notion of ties, which exist when individual gains from migration have different signs
for the different household members. For a family migration to occur, the net loss experienced by tied
mover must be smaller than the net gain of the spouse. The model proposed by Mincer suggests that
women are more likely than men to become tied movers, since they exhibit weak labour attachment and
the returns to migration are smaller for individuals with weak labour attachment. As a result, migration
tends to reduce men’s unemployment but increases women’s because they tend to be tied, having to give
up their jobs when migrating with their partners, and are faced with uncertain employment prospects in
the destination (Williams and Baláž, 2014).
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1.4.2 Effects of skill versatility
To answer my primary research question, I add the skill versatility measure vdex and its
interaction with ur to the estimating equation. Estimated results are presented in Tables
1.4 and 1.5 for males and females, respectively. As demonstrated in Figure 1.5, vdex is
negatively correlated with an individual’s educational attainment. To parse out the effect
of an individual’s educational attainment, I follow the steps that have been used in the
previous section. I regroup my immigrant samples by their educational attainment and
study the effect of skill versatility for each group separately.
The results suggest that when entry economic conditions are weak, the earnings loss
suffered by the College/Bachelor educated immigrants can be mitigated by the versatility
of their skills. This finding is implied by the IV estimates reported in Tables 1.4 and 1.5.
When vdex is set to its mean value (which is around 0.9), the sizes of the impact of the
entry unemployment rate are closed to what have been presented in Tables 1.2 and 1.3.
That is, a one percentage-point increase in the entry unemployment rate decreases earnings
of immigrant men by about 5 log points. By comparison, earnings of immigrant women are
declined by roughly 6 to 10 log points. When the value of vdex increases by one standard
deviation, the earnings loss suffered by a College/Bachelor educated male immigrant is
mitigated by nearly 3 log points; for females, such mitigation effects are moderate, as
shown by the positive but insignificant estimated coefficient for ur × vdex.
In contrast to what is observed for College/Bachelor educated immigrants, Graduate
educated immigrants are not shielded from initial setbacks by having versatile skills. This
is in particular true for females, as suggested by the negative IV estimates of the interaction
term between unemployment rate and vdex. For males, it is true that the IV estimate of this
interaction term on earnings is positive, but the IV estimate based on Graduate educated
immigrants’ employment outcomes is negative (though insignificant at 10% level). Hence,
the positive point estimate of ur × vdex observed with respect to a male’s earnings may
be partly due to sample selection caused by his labour market participation status.
Why does the skill versatility affect the labour market outcomes of university-educated
immigrants with and without graduate degrees differently? To answer this question, one
has to understand the underlying mechanism through which skill versatility affects workers’
labour market resilience. As discussed earlier, skill versatility can buffer immigrants against
adverse economic shocks by offering them broad employment opportunities. Therefore, I
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expect a positive relation between workers’ job finding rates and the versatility of their
skills. Using the longitudinal SLID data, I conduct a series of analyses based on a logit
hazard model specified by equation (1.8). Average marginal/discrete effects of the variables
I am interested in are reported in Tables 1.6 and 1.7 for males and females, respectively.
An average marginal/discrete effect of x represents an average change in the probability
of the outcome when x increases by one unit. The average marginal/discrete effect calcu-
lates the marginal/discrete effect for each individual and then averages the effect across
the resulting estimates. Four panels are included in the tables, and each panel provides
results estimated for workers with different education levels. Results reported in the first
panel are for complete samples represented by males and females separately; in the second
are for postsecondary educated males and females respectively; in the third are for Grad-
uate educated males and females respectively; and in the fourth are for College/Bachelor
educated males and females respectively.
In the first column of Table 1.6, the reported average marginal effects of vdex are positive,
indicating a positive relation between the ability to find employment and the versatility of
skills. This effect appears particularly large for College/BA male workers, whose probabil-
ity of finding a new job increases by nearly 0.5 percent if there is a one standard deviation
increase in their skill versatility level. For Graduate educated male workers, although the
estimated average marginal effect of vdex is imprecise due to a small sample size, it is
positive with value 0.02. From column 2 to column 4, I provide results estimated from
extended specifications. In column 2, a variable union is added in the basic model. The
value of the average discrete effect of union is around −0.01, meaning that for male work-
ers, if the job they lost was covered by union contracts, the probability for them to find
a new job is one percent lower than those who lost non-unionized jobs. In column 3, a
variable public is added in the specification. The value of the average discrete effects of
public is above −0.02, meaning that for male workers, if the job they lost were in the pub-
lic sector, the probability for them to find a new job is more than two percent lower than
those who lost private-sector jobs. In column 4, the results are estimated from regressions
where both variables union and public are added to the basic model. The size of the effect
associated with union is more than six times greater than the effect associated with public,
indicating that the difficulty in finding new employment is most severe for workers who lost
public-sector jobs. From column 1 to column 4, I find a slight decrease in the magnitude of
the average marginal effects of vdex after controlling for union and/or public effects. This
implies that the effect of the skill versatility, is to some extent driven by workers’ union
coverage and/or public sector employment status.
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In the last three columns of Table 1.6, I report the estimates based on the basic speci-
fication for three sub-samples: males who lost non-unionized jobs, males who lost private
sector jobs, and males who lost non-unionized private sector jobs. Corresponding results
are shown in the last three columns of Table 1.6. The average marginal effects of vdex
reported in the last three columns are positive, and most of them are statistically signif-
icant. Again, for the Graduate sample, the effects are not precisely estimated, due to a
small sample size. Overall, I conclude that a one standard deviation increase in the level
of a male worker’s skill versatility would raise his job finding rate by about 0.4 to 0.5
percentage points.
In contrast to what is seen for male workers, female workers do not gain a significantly
higher job finding rate by possessing versatile skills (see Table 1.7). This may be accounted
for by a gender role difference in making labour market related decisions within households.
A woman with a set of versatile skills can have broad career opportunities, but the necessity
to take care of her families could cause her to give up some employment opportunities.
Findings based on the longitudinal analysis are consistent with what has been shown in
the cross-sectional analysis, where women modestly benefit from having versatile skills.
Based on the basic model specification, the average marginal effects of vdex is small, with
values ranging between 0.003 and 0.01. Furthermore, an interesting finding is observed for
Graduate educated females. If I restrict these highly educated females to those who lost
non-unionized and/or private sector jobs, the size of the average marginal effect of vdex
is increased from sixfold to thirteenfold, with the estimated value ranging between 0.02 to
0.04. Although the estimates are not statistically significant, their large magnitudes imply
that highly educated women, to some degree, do exploit their versatile skills to find new
employment opportunities.
Thus far, I have found evidence that workers can gain new employment opportunities
through having versatile skills. However, for highly educated immigrants who are likely to
have pre-arranged employment in Canada, their ability to keep jobs rather than find jobs
is more important for their successful labour market integration.17 Accordingly, I examine
how workers’ job security is affected by their skill versatility. Corresponding results are
17Using the cross-sectional SLID data ranging between 1993 and 2010, I find that more than half of the
master and doctoral level educated new immigrant arrivals land in Canada with arranged employment,
compared a one fifth for their lower educated immigrant counterparts. The SLID survey reports each
individual’s annual labour force status in every reference year. Given the immigrants who land in Canada
during the reference year, if their annual labour force status in that reference year is reported as “employed
all year”, I define them as those with arranged employment before their arrivals.
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organized in a form that is comparable to what has been used for studying workers’ job
finding behaviours. Average marginal/discrete effects of variables are presented in Tables
1.8 and 1.9.
In columns 1 to 4 of Table 1.8, I find that a high level of skill versatility leads to
unstable employment for men, but this effect is weakened after controlling for the effects
associated with his union coverage status and/or public-sector employment. Based on the
basic specification, the size of the average effect of vdex is between 0.03 and 0.04 for males
belonging to certain education groups. With additional controls, especially when I add
the variable public, the value of the average effect of vdex is reduced by, at most, one-half.
In columns 2 through 4, I find the estimated average discrete effect of being employed in
the public sector is more negative than the effect of unionization. These together imply
that the impact of skill versatility on the job displacement rate can be explained by the
fact that a man with less versatile skills is more likely to be employed in the public sector,
where workers have a small chance of being displaced.18
More interestingly, the effect of skill versatility on male workers’ displacement rates
diminishes when I restrict my sample to non-unionized workers, private sector workers, or
non-unionzed private sector workers. This finding is demonstrated through the fact that
none of the estimated average marginal effects of vdex are statistically significant (see the
last three column of Table 1.8).
The results for women are comparable to those of men. Similar to male workers, female
workers have a low level of job security if their skills are more versatile. Nonetheless,
two differences are found between males and females. First, males workers’ employment
stability is largely attributed to their employment in the public sector, whereas for women,
their job security level is equally affected by unionization and public-sector employment
(see column 4 of Table 1.9 for instance). Second, for males, the average marginal effect
of vdex, reported in the last three columns of Table 1.8, is insignificant. But for women,
the effect of vdex is still significant when the samples are separated into non-unionized
workers, private sector workers, and non-unionzed private sector workers, respectively.
18Unionized male workers are associated with limited level of job security because their jobs are usually
offered on a contract basis.For example, unionized male workers are highly concentrated in construction
sectors.
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In general, workers with more versatile skills have a higher probability of finding jobs.
But, since highly educated immigrants are more likely to land in Canada with job offers,
their labour market success has more to do with keeping a job rather than finding a job.
Although I find that a low skill versatility results in a higher level of job security, this
correlation diminishes, if the sampled workers, especially those of males, are restricted to
non-union members and/or private sector employees. Unfortunately, I can not identify
the union coverage and public-sector employment status for every individual in my main
analysis where a cross-sectional data set is used. With a pooled sample of highly educated
immigrants, I observe limited mitigation impacts from skill versatility on their outcome
losses caused by poor economic conditions.
1.4.3 Entry unemployment rates, geographical mobility and skill
versatility
Given that entry labour market conditions are localized, I argue one possibility for immi-
grants to recover from initial economic setbacks is through onward migration. To examine
their geographical mobility, I restrict the sample to immigrants who became Canadian
permanent residents at least six years prior to the Census survey date, and this allows me
to compare an individual’s current and past (five years prior to the survey date) cities of
residence in Canada. Focusing on the results reported in the first four columns of Tables
1.10 and 1.11 respectively, I find both male and female immigrants’ probabilities of city-
level onward migration are slightly increased if there was an increase in the education-city
specific unemployment rate five years ago. In addition, regarding the earlier discussion
where I find that married women are particularly vulnerable to poor local economic con-
ditions, I examine whether this is because married women are given less flexibility to seek
employment elsewhere. To do this, I replicate the mobility analysis for married and un-
married immigrant women, respectively. No evidence is found that the mobility of married
and unmarried women is different.19
As immigrants’ city-level onward migration is indeed affected by localized initial labour
market conditions, I then compare the labour market outcomes of movers and stayers.
Tables 1.12 and 1.13 provide the corresponding results based on the male and female
samples, respectively. In Table 1.12, a large difference in the effects associated with the
entry unemployment rate on earnings is observed between movers and stayers who are
Graduate educated. For example, Graduate educated male movers are not sensitive to the
19The results are available from author upon request.
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initial labour market conditions. In contrast, Graduate educated male stayers suffer a 12%
decline in their annual earnings in response to a one percentage-point increase in the entry
unemployment rate. In comparison, results associated with female samples are reported in
Table 1.13. Compared to female stayers, the adverse effects from initial setbacks are less
severe for female movers in general, and similar to what is found for males. The contrast
between stayers and movers is most significant among Graduate level educated females.
Last, I take one step further to examine the relation between immigrants’ skill versa-
tility and their geographical mobility. Corresponding results regarding males and females
are shown in the last four columns of Tables 1.10 and 1.11 respectively. One potential
mechanism I would expect skill versatility to play is that when there is a drop in the
city-education specific labour demand, the affected workers with versatile skills are able
to find employment in other sectors that might be located in other cities. As expected,
the point estimate of the interaction of the entry unemployment rate and skill versatility
based on the complete male sample is positive and statistically significant at the 10% level,
suggesting that city-level onward migration is more likely for workers with high skill ver-
satility facing poor initial economic conditions. But I do not find similar results for other
male samples. Regarding the female samples, there is little evidence of the hypothesized
mechanism through which skill versatility affects immigrants’ geographical mobility. How-
ever, among College/University educated females, the estimated effect of skill versatility is
positive and statistically significant at the 5% level. This implies that those who are with
high skill versatility exhibit higher city-level mobility, when the initial unemployment rate
is held at a certain level.
1.4.4 Robustness analysis
Since the cross-sectional data do not allow me to follow individuals over time, the non-
random post-immigrant educational investments and sample attrition may cause a bias in
my estimates. First, I am not able to rule out the possibility that immigrants may change
their education after landing or leave Canada. The estimation bias may arise if immi-
grants’ post-arrival education or outmigration decisions depend on economic conditions at
entry. For example, immigrants who find their skills are not demanded by the Canadian
labour market may choose to return to schooling to access new skills that are in need and
immigrants who arrive during recession periods have higher out-migration rates (Aydemir
and Robinson, 2008; Picot and Piraino, 2013). With these concerns, I select immigrants
from the sample with additional criteria to see if the results are robust. To reduce the
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probability that the immigrants may further their education in Canada, I restrict my sam-
ple to immigrants who are foreign educated.20 The analysis is replicated for the restricted
samples. The estimates of the effect of the entry unemployment rate and its interaction
with skill versatility is virtually identical in the magnitudes to the main estimates stated
in the previous sections. To ensure my results are not biased by immigrants’ outmigration
decisions, I replicate my earning and employment regressions using the immigrant samples
who are within their first two years after immigration. Although the variances of the point
estimates increases significantly, due to the smaller sample size, the signs of the estimates
of the effect of entry unemployment rate and its interaction with skill versatility do not
alter compared to the main estimates.
In addition, one may argue that education systems vary across countries, so that the
results may not apply to immigrants from countries of origin where the skills provided by
a specific education are different from Canada’s. To see if the main results are robust to
immigrants from particular country of origins, I replicate my analysis on those from ‘non-
traditional source’ regions (such as Asia, Eastern Europe, Southern Europe and Africa)
and those from ‘traditional source’ regions (such as United States, Britain, Western and
Northern Europe, Australia and New Zealand). Although the estimates are less precise
when I restrict my sample to immigrants from ‘traditional source’ origins, where the ed-
ucation system is similar to Canada’s, the point estimates still suggest that immigrants
are buffered against adverse entry labour market conditions at entry by having versatile
skills. When I restrict the sample to immigrants of ‘non-traditional’ origins, I find that the
estimates have the magnitudes that are virtually identical to what have been observed in
the main estimates.
1.5 Conclusions
There are three main findings of my analysis. First, entry economic conditions do matter,
and they matter more for immigrant women than men. I suspect this is due to a married
woman’s secondary role in making labour market related decisions within a household.
For a married couple, the migration is a joint family decision but not all family members
benefit equally (Mincer, 1978; Williams and Baláž, 2014). When the local economy is
weak, the household is likely to decide where to resettle depending on the husband’s job
20An immigrant is foreign educated if her total years of schoolings plus six is less than her age of
migration.
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opportunities, and the wife may choose to accompany her husband. As a result, women
are less flexible to find employment and faced with uncertain employment prospects in the
destination. My speculation is supported by the evidence that married women experience
greater earnings loss as result of adverse entry conditions than single women. For a married
couple, the husband is usually the principle applicant as an immigrant, thus he tends to
play a dominant role in making labour market related decisions and the wife follows his
decision.
Second, skill versatility does serve to mitigate the adverse effects of poor labour market
conditions at the time of landing in Canada. But this conclusion should not be generalized
to all immigrants, especially to those who have a degree above the Bachelor’s level. The
difference in the influence of skill versatility is related to different labour market integra-
tion processes faced by immigrants with different education levels. In particular, highly
educated immigrants are more likely to have pre-arranged employment than their less ed-
ucated counterparts. There is less evidence that skill versatility matters for workers who
are employed in the public sector or in unionized jobs. This is because workers with little
skill versatility are more likely to hold jobs within the public sector and/or sectors with
high union coverage, where a high level of job security is offered.21
Last, geographical mobility, does mitigate the adverse impact of economic conditions
faced by immigrants. I find immigrants’ probabilities of city-level onward migration are
slightly increased if the localized initial labour market conditions are weak. Furthermore,
by comparing the labour market outcomes of immigrants who did move and who did
not, I find movers are more affected than stayers by initial economic setbacks. Although
the effects of skill versatility on regional mobility are mixed, this analysis extends my
understanding on the role of skill versatility which plays into geographical flexibility and
offers insight into future research.
This study provides direct policy implications regarding current immigration selection
system. The importance of an immigrant’s ability to adjust to uncertain labour mar-
ket environments has been well recognized (Kustec, 2012), but the point-based Canadian
immigration selection process has never explicitly taken this factor into consideration. Ac-
counting for an individual’s education level, variation in skill versatility reflects the skill
21Other methods, such as comparing similarity of the tasks that are used in the jobs held by a worker
(Poletaev and Robinson, 2008; Gathmann and Schönberg, 2010), may assist in understanding the hetero-
geneity in the influences of skill versatility as well, but they are beyond the scope of this paper.
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characteristics specific to various education fields. Policymakers should, therefore, should
not only consider an immigrant’s educational attainment, but also put some weight on
their field-of-study related skill versatility level. In addition, this study has implication for
the importance of geographic mobility. To prevent immigrants from being locked in by the
local economic conditions, policymakers should not set implicit or explicit barriers for im-
migrants’ mobility within Canada. The Canadian government has made some progress in
addressing related concerns. For example, in April 2017, Canada has removed the two-year
cohabitation requirements that applied to some sponsored spouses or partners of Canadian
citizens and permanent residents, giving more physical flexibility to immigrant couples.






























































Industry sectors (coded by 2-digit SIC1980)
There are 77 industry sectors, and to save space, I only label the industry "01" and "99".
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Immigrants and Patents: Evidence
from Canadian Cities
2.1 Introduction
An important consequences of the economic turmoil brought about by the financial cri-
sis of 2008 was a decrease in voters’ support of immigration. This development, which
has been particularly evident in the U.S. and the U.K., has put increasing pressure on
pro-immigration politicians to justify the economic benefits of continued large-scale im-
migration. To do so, increasing reference has been made in policy discussions to the bur-
geoning economics literature exploring the ‘wider’ benefits of immigration, including effects
on international trade flows, entrepreneurship, and, perhaps most significantly, given the
growing consensus of its importance to long-term economic growth, on innovation. Al-
though the precise theoretical mechanisms through which diversity increases innovation
are less well developed, the empirical literature provides remarkably consistent evidence of
the productivity-enhancing benefits of increasing ethnic diversity within workplaces, cities,
and countries.1
For government policymakers responsible for immigration, the critical question is how
to harness this growth-enhancing potential of ethnic diversity. In this respect, the eco-
1The notion of ‘wider effects’ of immigration is due to Nathan (2014b). The literature linking ethnic di-
versity and innovation is interdisciplinary with papers in psychology (van Knippenberg, Dreu, and Homan,
2004), sociology (Herring, 2009), management studies (Ely and Thomas, 2001; Richard et al., 2003), and
economics.
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nomics literature linking skilled immigration with higher patenting rates is arguably not
only the most relevant, but also the most compelling. Beginning with U.S. studies by Peri
(2007), Chellaraj, Maskus E., and Mattoo (2008), Hunt and Gauthier-loiselle (2010), and
Kerr and Lincoln (2010), but now also including a number of European studies (Ozgen,
Nijkamp, and Poot, 2012; Parrotta, Pozzoli, and Pytlikova, 2014; Nathan, 2014a), this
literature has attracted considerable attention in the policy world. The results from these
studies consistently suggest that increasing skilled immigration, particularly of immigrants
educated in science, technology, engineering, and mathematics (STEM) fields, has a signif-
icant positive impact on the numbers of patents that are created. For example, Hunt and
Gauthier-loiselle (2010) find that a one percentage-point increase in the share of a state’s
population who are college-educated immigrants can be expected to increase state-level
patents per capita by 9− 18%. Comparing the magnitude of this effect to what is implied
by the differential patenting rate of immigrants observed in individual-level data, they
conclude that an important part of this effect reflects a positive externality of immigrants
on the patenting rates of native-born Americans. The potential of immigrants to raise in-
novation levels not only directly through their own patents, but also making natives more
innovative, makes a strong economic case for immigration.
In this paper, we examine the Canadian case in order to inform the innovation-enhancing
potential of immigration in a setting in which a ‘point system’ is used to screen skilled immi-
grants. Canada’s ‘point system’ is seen by many as a model of effective skilled immigration
policy; the U.K. adopted a point system in 2008 and it is regularly pointed to as an option
in ongoing U.S. immigration reform discussions. The Canadian case is also important be-
cause Canada consistently ranks among the world’s largest immigrant-receiving countries
measured as a proportion of its population. Between the mid-1980s and mid-1990s, both
Canada’s annual inflow of new permanent residents and the share of the inflow admitted
under the ‘point system’ more than doubled. Consequently, the share of the Canadian
working-age population comprised of university-educated immigrants increased from 2.6%
in the early 1980s to 3.3% in the early 1990s and 6.7% by the mid-2000s.
Given Canada’s success at attracting skilled immigrants, there is the potential for excep-
tionally large effects of immigration on innovation in the Canadian case. However, there
is also substantial evidence pointing to significant labour market challenges of Canadian
university-educated immigrants, which suggest that the labour market skills of Canadian
immigrants have not kept pace with the large increase in their education levels (Clarke and
Skuterud, 2013; Clarke and Skuterud, 2016; Clarke, Ferrer, and Skuterud, 2016). It is an
open question whether the poor earnings performance of Canadian immigrants, possibly
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resulting from the crudeness of the criteria used by the ‘point system’ to screen human
capital, is mirrored in their contributions to innovation. In particular, while the Canadian
‘point system’ gives considerable weight to foreign sources of education and work experi-
ence, there is evidence that foreign sources of human capital are devalued by Canadian
employers (D. Green and Worswick, 2012; Skuterud and Su, 2012).
The primary challenge in examining the Canada case is its relatively small population,
which limits the geographic variation in immigrant population shares. Nonetheless, relating
changes in university-educated immigrant shares within 98 Canadian cities between 1981
and 2006 to changes in patenting rates, we obtain estimates that are unambiguously smaller
than those found by Hunt and Gauthier-loiselle (2010) (hereafter HGL) using U.S. data.
This remains true even when we restrict attention to university-educated immigrants who
were educated in a STEM field. On the other hand, the estimated effect of Canadian-born
university graduates on patenting rates is larger and virtually identical in magnitude to the
HGL estimate for U.S. natives, suggesting that the smaller magnitude of our immigrant
estimates does not reflect greater measurement error in our data or something intrinsic to
the Canadian economy or innovation sectors. Overall, our analysis suggests that increasing
the university-educated immigrant population share in Canada may have contributed to
raising patenting rates, but only modestly, and any spillover effects of immigrants on native
patenting are likely minimal.
An important policy question is to what extent the weaker contribution of Canadian im-
migrants to innovation that we identify is related to the broader labour market challenges of
Canadian immigrants identified elsewhere. Indeed, when we isolate the effect of university-
educated immigrants who were educated in a STEM field and are currently employed in a
STEM occupation, our estimates become much larger and statistically significant. The rel-
atively small Canadian estimates therefore appear to, in large part, reflect the relatively low
employment rates of Canadian immigrants in STEM jobs, including among those educated
in STEM fields. While we provide no direct evidence on why Canadian STEM-educated
immigrants face greater employment barriers than their U.S. counterparts, the difference
is consistent with U.S. immigrants being relatively positively selected owing to a greater
role of employers in immigrant selection and higher economic returns to skill in U.S. labour
markets.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In the following section, we discuss
the relevance of the Canadian context. In section 3, we describe our methodological ap-
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proach, including the data that we employ. In section 4, we discuss our results in detail.
In the final section, we summarize our main findings and discuss their policy relevance.
2.2 The Canadian context
The Canadian Immigration Act of 1962 ended the historical practice of selecting immigrants
on the basis of their country of origin and replaced it over the following decade with a ‘point
system’ that emphasized the human capital of migrants. The success of the Canadian
‘point system’ in raising the average education levels of its immigrant population has led
a number of countries, including Australia and the U.K., to follow its approach, and has
received much attention in recent immigration reform discussions in the United States.
The key rationale underlying the Canadian approach is that human capital is a stronger
predictor of long-run economic success than the extent to which an immigrants’ skills match
current labour market need. Moreover, current local labour market needs are difficult to
identify empirically and, are often short-lived, and the approach is in practice impractical,
since immigrants are free to choose where they settle. However, within Canada there has
been growing criticism of this approach in response to evidence of a deterioration in the
ability of Canada’s skilled immigrants to obtain jobs commensurate with their levels of
education and experience obtained abroad (see Picot and Sweetman (2012) for a review of
this literature).2
The level of innovation in Canada has historically been lower than that of the United
States. The economy invests a smaller fraction of GDP on research and development (2.0%
in Canada versus 2.5% in the U.S. in 2006) and generates fewer patents per capita (19.9
patents per 100, 000 in Canada versus 48.0 patents per 100, 000 in the U.S. in 2006). Pre-
vailing explanations for this gap include differences in the industrial mix (in particular,
Canada’s historical reliance on natural resources), a higher degree of foreign ownership in
Canada, and the relatively smaller size of Canadian firms. However, the two countries do
not differ in the fraction of their workforces employed in STEM. As reported by Beckstead
2This has led the Canadian government to make significantly policy shifts in recent years towards
giving employers a greater role in immigrant selection. In particular, a sufficient condition for obtaining
an invitation for permanent residency under the new Express Entry system for processing application,
introduced in January 2015, is a job offer from a Canadian employer. Job offers for foreign workers
must, however, clear a labour market test intended to ensure that the employer was unable to fill the job
domestically.
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and Gellatly (2006), the share of employment in science, engineering and related occupa-
tions was, for Canada and the U.S. respectively, 9.8% and 9.6% in 1981/80, 11.7% and
11.3% in 1991/90, and 13.6% for both in 2001/00.
Given the lower level of patenting activity in Canada, we might expect lower patenting
rates among Canadian skilled immigrants and that they generate less patenting spillovers
on native. However, the focus of our analysis is whether Canada’s ‘point system’ for screen-
ing skilled immigrants, in particular on the basis of their educational attainment levels, has
resulted in Canadian immigration having a larger proportional impact on patenting rates.
To provide some initial sense of the magnitudes of these changes, in Figure 2.1 we plot both
national-level patents per capita in Canada and the U.S. between 1980 and 2006 and the
shares of their populations aged 25 and over comprised of university-educated immigrants.
In both countries, the university-educated immigrant share increased consistently over the
entire period. Given the Canadian system’s emphasis on skilled immigration, the Cana-
dian share in 1980 was more than twice the U.S. share (2% compared to 0.7%). Over the
following 25 years, Canada continued to attract more skilled immigrants as a fraction of its
population, so that by the mid-2000s nearly 6.4% of its working-age Canadian population
were university-educated immigrants, compared to 4.2% in the United States.
Given the evidence in HGL, this increase should have served to raise patenting rates
proportionally more in Canada than in the United States. Interestingly, the Canadian
patenting rate did, in fact, increase more over this period than the U.S. rate.3 Whereas
patents per capita (×100, 000) nearly tripled in Canada (from about 6.9 in 1980 to 19.9
in 2006), they only doubled in the U.S. (25.9 in 1980 to 48.0 in 2006). Of course, the
increase in patenting rates implied by even the upper bound estimate of HGL (an 18 log
point increase in patents per capita from a 1 percentage-point increase in the university-
educated immigrant share) are much smaller than the log point increase that either Canada
or the U.S. actually experienced. Of course, there are many other factors serving to raise
patenting rates besides immigration. Moreover, these national-level correlations could be
entirely misleading. To plausibly identify the causal impact of Canada’s skilled immigration
3Both countries exhibit upward trending patenting rates up to the dot-com bubble bursting in 2001.
For the U.S., in particular, this increase was followed by a large decline, which may have been due, in
part, to a drop in the success rate of patent applications at the USPTO, particularly in the “drugs and
medical instruments” and “computers and communication” fields (Carley, Hedge, and Marco, 2013). It is
important to note that, because we have collected patents granted up to November 2014, and that among
patents granted in 2013 only 1.8% of them took 8 years or longer to be granted from the date of application,
which we use in the figure, data truncation likely explains only a small fraction of this decrease.
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on its patenting rate, we need a strategy to isolate a source of increases in skilled immigrant
population shares that are plausibly independent of increases in patenting rates that would
have occurred even in the absence of any changes in skilled immigrant population shares.
2.3 Methodology
We focus on comparisons to the results of HGL for three reasons. First, their results are the
most general, as they are focused on college-educated shares in the overall population, as
opposed to international students or H-1B visa holders. This makes it possible to conduct
more direct comparisons. Second, HGL has attracted the most interest.4 Third, they
find evidence of large direct and spillover effects of immigration on U.S. patenting rate.5
However, rather than examine state-level (or province-level) immigration shares, as HGL
do, we relate immigrant shares to patent rates at the city level.6 Specifically, we construct
a 1981–2006 balanced panel of Canadian Census Metropolitan and Agglomeration Areas
(CMA/CAs) with observations on skilled immigrant population shares in 98 cities every 5
years.7 Our cities range in population (age 15-70)in 2006 from a low of 8, 488 to a high
of 3, 684, 831, with 66 cities above 25, 000 individuals, 46 above 50, 000, 26 above 100, 000,
and 7 above 500, 000.
We estimate the skilled immigrant shares of the population using the master files of the
1981, 1986, 1991, 1996, 2001 and 2006 Canadian Censuses, which provide 20% random
samples of the Canadian population. Skilled immigrants are defined in four alternative
ways: (i) university-educated; (ii) university-educated in a STEM field; (iii) university-
educated and employed in a STEM occupation; or (iv) university-educated in a STEM
field and employed in a STEM occupation. The appendix provides details on how we
define STEM fields of study and occupations in the various Census years. In addition,
we distinguish between STEM-educated immigrants with Canadian and foreign degrees,
which we estimate using information on years of schooling and age at immigration.8 In
4Citation counts for HGL in Google Scholar are 417 and 56 in Web of Science as of May 2016. In
comparison, the second most cited paper, Kerr and Lincoln (2010), has 291 and 48 citations, respectively.
5Kerr and Lincoln (2010) do not find strong evidence of spillover effects.
6With only 10 Canadian provinces, two of which account for roughly 60% of the national population,
an analysis at the province level is not available.
7A CMA is defined as one or more adjacent municipalities centred on a population core with at least
100, 000. A CA must have a core population of at least 10, 000.
8Specifically, we assume schooling is strictly continuous, so that years of schooling plus 6 identifies the
age of school completion. Comparing this age to the age at immigration identifies whether the terminal
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cases where the population shares are defined using field of study, we lose the first year of
data in our panel because field of study was not identified in the 1981 Census.
Skilled immigrant population shares in Census years are related to the number of patent
applications (per capita) within cities over the following 5 years. The five-year lag is not
only convenient for maximizing our sample size using the quinquennial Canadian Censuses,
but is also justified by a separate analysis we conducted suggesting that the impact of
changes in the composition of the population on patent application counts peaks four
years after the change.9 We construct patent counts at the level of the city and year
using United States Patent and Trademark Office (USPTO) data on patents granted to
inventors residing in Canada. Alternatively, we could have examined patents granted by the
Canadian Intellectual Property Office (CIPO) to Canadian inventors. However, this would
have resulted in us observing only a small subset of patented Canadian inventions, since
Canadian inventors tend to patent in the U.S. and forego patenting in Canada altogether,
due to the much larger size of the U.S. market.10
Patents are assigned to cities by linking the address of inventors to Canadian CMA/CAs.
Where patents contained multiple inventors, we assigned fractions of patent to cities, so
that each patent received equal weight. For example, a patent with two inventors from
Toronto and one from Kitchener-Waterloo is counted as two-thirds of a patent for Toronto
and one-third for Kitchener-Waterloo. Patents are assigned a year based on the application
date of the patent (not the grant date), since this coincides most closely to the actual date
that the innovation took place. Because we only observe patents granted up to November
2014, our patent counts for the five-year window following 2006 (the years 2007-2011) will
degree was obtained in Canada or abroad. The resulting variable contains some measurement error where
schooling is not continuous and where international students obtain Canadian schooling prior to landing.
Skuterud and Su (2012) show that the consequences of this measurement error are negligible in estimating
earnings to foreign and Canadian schooling.
9We related changes in a city’s population from a given ethnicity with changes in the number of future
patent applications by members of that ethnicity residing in that city. We thank Bill Kerr for generously
providing us with data on the predicted ethnicity of patent inventors based on their names (see Kerr and
Lincoln, 2010).
10We conducted a separate search on the websites of the CIPO and the USPTO for patents filed in the
year 2000 with at least one Canadian inventor and found 1, 136 CIPO and 5, 195 USPTO patents meeting
the criteria. To further test the premise that CIPO patents are largely a subset of USPTO patents, we
manually searched the USPTO database for the first 100 Canadian-inventor CIPO patents applied for in
2000 and found 93 unambiguous USPTO matches and 2 additional probable ones. These data are available
from the authors upon request.
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be lower due to data truncation. However, among patents granted in 2013, we find that
58% of patents were granted within 3 years of application, 75% within 4 years, 85% within
5 year, 93% within 6 years, and 96% within 7 years. Our estimated patent counts will,
therefore, be roughly 18% lower in this window than they should, but this variation should
be absorbed in the 2006 year fixed effect.
Our baseline empirical model estimates a specification as close as possible to the first-
difference (FD) weighted least squares (WLS) specification of HGL. We then extend this
specification, by including a richer set of controls intended to address the possible en-















∆Xc(t)σ + Zc(1981)θ + y(t) + εc(t)
(2.1)
where patentc(t + j) is the total number of patents granted to inventors residing in city c
that were filed in year t+ j; popc(t) is the population aged 15 and over; smc(t) and snc(t)
are the number of skilled immigrants and natives (age 15 and over), respectively; Xc(t) is a
vector of time-varying control variables; Zc(1981) is a vector of controls measured in 1981,
intended to capture the influence of initial conditions; y(t) is a set of Census year fixed
effects; εc(t) is a random error potentially correlated across years within cities; and ∆ is the
first-difference between Census years. The parameter βm identifies the proportional effect
of increasing the skilled immigrant population share by one percentage point on patents
per capita, both directly and through possible spillovers on the patents of natives.
Following HGL, we begin by estimating equation (2.1) including log mean age in Xc(t)
and both log mean income and log population in Zc(1981). We then extend the model by
adding to Xc(t): (i) the employment rate; and (ii) the expected number of log patents per
capita based on the distribution of a city’s patents between 1972–1980 across patent classes
and the national-level number of patents within those patent classes across Census years.
This latter control variable, which we borrow from Kerr and Lincoln (2010), is intended to
capture spurious correlations between historical sectoral distributions of innovation across
cities and subsequent immigration flow. In the extended version of the model, we also
include a set of region-year fixed effects, where regions include the Maritimes, Quebec,
Ontario, the Prairies, and British Columbia. Finally, we allow the log mean income control
variable to vary across Census years. Given the considerable variation in city sizes in our
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sample of 98 Canadian cities, the variance of the error term across city observations will
vary considerably. To improve the efficiency of the FD estimator we therefore weight all
the regressions by city population size.11
It is, of course, possible to estimate equation (2.1) using a fixed-effects (FE) estimator
instead. With more than two time periods, the FE estimator produces different estimates
than the FD estimator, although both estimators are consistent under the strict exogeneity
assumption that the right-hand-side variables in equation(2.1) are uncorrelated with εc(t)
across all Census years. Obtaining substantially different point estimates using FE, that
is not due to sampling error, provides evidence against the strict exogeneity assumption.
We have estimated all the specifications we report using a FE estimator and none of our
main findings are substantively altered.
The key challenge in identifying the causal impact of immigration on patents using an
area-level analysis is that we would expect skilled migration flows to be higher to cities
that are experiencing relatively large increases in innovation activity for reasons that are
entirely independent of immigration. For example, skilled immigration in the U.S. is driven
in large part by the recruiting activities of employers, through the H-1B visa program. If
unobserved technology shocks simultaneously lead to increases in both patents and the
demand for H-1B workers, the estimates of βm will tend to be upward biased estimates
of the causal impact of immigrants. Employer labour demand has, however, historically
played little role in the Canadian ‘point system’, which is used to screen the vast majority
of economic class applicants. Moreover, the system has historically been characterized by
significant processing bottlenecks, making it arguably less likely that supply-drive changes
in immigration flows to Canadian cities are correlated with latent city-level changes in
patenting activity. Nonetheless, even in Canada, immigrants ultimately decide in which
city they will reside. To the extent that skilled immigrants choose to settle in cities where
increases in patenting rates are already happening, there is still reason to be concerned
that the results from the naive estimates of equation (2.1) are upward biased.
11Specifically, we weight the first-differenced observations by (popc(t+ 1)
−1 + popc(t)
−1)−1. A concern
with the WLS approach is the influence of Toronto on the estimates, given its relatively large population.
This is also a concern in the IV estimation described below, in which the instruments are based on
historical distributions of immigrants across cities. To assure ourselves that our findings are not driven
by the Toronto observation alone, we have also estimated all our models excluding Toronto. Although
these naive FD-WLS estimates do suggest substantially larger beneficial impacts of immigration, our IV
estimates are almost identical to those reported in Table 2.5.
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A common solution to this inference problem, initially proposed by Card (2001), is to
isolate the supply-push component of immigration flows to a particular city using attributes
of cities that are plausibly unrelated to latent innovation trends. The standard approach,
which we follow, is to instrument local skilled immigrant populations using predicted im-
migrant populations based on the historical city-level settlement pattens of immigrants
from particular origin countries and national-level population of immigrants from those
countries. That is, we instrument the skilled immigrant share smc(t) in equation (2.1)





where λij(1976) is the share of 1976 Canadian immigrants born in country j living in city
c and smj(t) is the national-level population of skilled immigrants from country j living
in Canada in year t.12 Using first-difference of the skilled immigrant shares, the intuition
behind the instrumental variables (iv) strategy is that, for example, if the increase in the
skilled immigrant population originating from Germany is exceptionally high at the na-
tional level between two Census years, we would expect the city of Kitchener-Waterloo
(KW) to receive a disproportionately large share of this increase, not because these im-
migrants were attracted by the expectation of heightened innovation activity in KW, but
because the historical population of German migrants residing in KW and the associated
cultural amenities they offer attracts them.
2.4 Results
Before examining the results of our regression analysis, in Table 2.1 we report sample
means of the variables used in the regressions separately by Census year. The means are
12To obtain 1976 immigrant city population by origin country we used mobility information in the pre-
vious five years contained in the 1981 Census, but restricted the sample to immigrants who landed in
1976 or earlier. We did not, however, restrict the sample to skilled immigrants, since cultural amenities
that attract immigrants are likely to be shared across education groups. We also grouped countries into
regions with shared cultures, in order to reduce measurement error in the estimates of λij(1976). The
groups are the Caribbean and Bermuda (French and non-French are separate groups), Central Amer-
ica, South America (French and non-French), Germany, France, Western Europe (excluding Germany
and France), Eastern Europe, Scandinavia, Southern Europe, Australia/New Zealand/U.K. and colonies,
Sub-Saharan Africa (French and non-French), other Africa (French and non-French), Oceania (French and
non-French), Western Asia and Middle East, India/Bangladesh/Pakistan, China/Hong-Kong/Taiwan, Sin-
gapore/Malaysia/Indonesia, Korea, South Asia (excluding India, Pakistan, and Bangladesh), and rest of
the world.
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weighted by city populations, so that they are representative of the Canadian population
residing within one of Canada’s largest 98 cities. Note that the patent rates in Table 2.1
are roughly five times larger than those in Figure 2.1 because they are cumulative sums of
patents in the 5 years following the Census year (the dependent variable in equation (2.1)).
Consistent with the national-level Canadian patenting rate in Figure 2.1, the first row of
Table 2.1 indicates that average patenting rates in Canada’s cities increased consistently
between the early 1980s and 2000s, resulting in a near threefold increase. The question is,
to what extent did skilled immigration contribute to this increase?
In the following rows of Table 2.1, we report skilled population shares separately for
immigrants and natives. The overall immigrant share within Canada’s largest cities in-
creased by 4.6 percentage points between 1981 and 2006, which is larger than in change
in the national-level share, reflecting the increasing concentration of new immigrants in
Canada’s three largest cities–Toronto, Montreal, and Vancouver. More important, all of
this increase appears to be accounted for by university-educated immigrants, as their share
alone increased by 5 percentage points (from 2.7% to 7.6%). Given that the Canadian
‘point system’ has never discriminated on the basis of field of study, it is possible that
this increase is accounted for primarily by immigrants who were educated and employed
in sectors where patenting activity is rare. In that case, their effect on patent rates may
have been much smaller than the HGL estimates would predict. However, not only did
the STEM-university-educated share increase by about 2 percentage points between 1986
and 2006, accounting for close to half of the overall increase in the university-educated
share, but by the early 2000s the share of university-educated Canadian immigrants who
were educated in a STEM field exceeded the comparable share for U.S. immigrants. Defin-
ing STEM fields of study similarly using the U.S. National Survey of College Graduates
(NSCG), 33.6% of U.S. college-educated immigrants in 2003 were educated in a STEM
field, compared to 37.4% and 38.7% of Canadian university-educated immigrants in 2001
and 2006, respectively. The Canadian ‘point system’ appears, therefore, to have been suc-
cessful in not only raising the education levels of Canada’s immigrants, but also in selecting
immigrants educated in STEM fields.
Nonetheless, the Canadian research on the labour market performance of new immi-
grants reveals significant job-education mismatch. Foreign-trained engineers driving taxis
is more than a cliche in Canada (Xu, 2012). Given that the vast majority of patenting hap-
pens through corporate research and development activities, challenges of STEM-educated
immigrants in obtaining jobs in STEM occupations may have limited the impact of STEM-
educated immigrants on Canadian patenting. There is, in fact, some evidence of this pos-
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sibility in Table 2.1, as the population share comprised of university-educated immigrants
from STEM fields increased by 2 percentage points between 1986 and 2006, but the share
are employed in a STEM occupation increased by less than 1 percentage points.
In Table 2.2, we examine this education-job mismatch more closely by reporting condi-
tional probabilities of employment in a STEM occupation separately for immigrants and
native. The results reveal that not only are Canadian immigrants more likely more likely
to hold a university degree than their native-born counterparts, but this advantage has
grown significantly over time. Moreover, university-educated immigrants in Canada have
always been more likely to be educated in a STEM field than their native-born counterparts
and this difference has also become larger over time. By 2006, nearly 4-in-10 university-
educated Canadian immigrants were trained in a STEM field, compared to 2-in-10 natives.
However, the probability of a STEM-university-educated immigrant being employed in a
STEM occupation has tended to decrease over time, whereas it has increased for natives.
Consequently, by 2006 there was nearly a 5 percentage point gap in the STEM-employment
rate of Canadian STEM-educated immigrants (0.37 for natives, compared to 0.32 for im-
migrants). In comparison, data from the NSCG indicate that one-half of STEM-educated
immigrants in the U.S. were employed in STEM jobs in both 1993 and 2003. In con-
trast, the comparable rate for Canadian and the U.S. natives is similar (roughly 0.4 in
both countries).13 We would clearly expect this shortfall in the STEM-employment-rates
of Canadian immigrants to have limited, in a significant way, the potential of Canada’s
growing STEM-university-educated immigrant population to boost Canadian innovation.
A possible explanation for the low STEM-employment rates of STEM-educated Cana-
dian immigrants is that foreign sources of education, which the Canadian ‘point system’
values highly, may result in barriers to employment, perhaps because the quality of school-
ing is lower on average or because employers have more difficulty evaluating foreign creden-
tials. Distinguishing between immigrants educated in Canadian and foreign universities
provides some limited support for this possibility. Rows 6 and 7 of Table 2.2 show that
the probability of being employed in a STEM job among STEM-educated immigrants with
Canadian degrees has consistently been about 3 percentage points higher than for STEM-
educated immigrant with foreign degrees (the only exception being the end of the dot
13Although the field of study and occupation classification systems in our Census data and the NSCG
are different, the fact that the estimated STEM-employment-rate of STEM-educated natives are similar
suggests to us that the much lower employment rate of Canadian STEM-educated immigrants is not being
drive in how STEM fields and occupations are being classified in the two data sources or by a different
industrial mix across the two countries.
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com bubble in 2001, when the rates were identical). However, the impact of this employ-
ment gap has become magnified as the share of STEM-university-educated immigrants
who graduated from a foreign university increased from about 50% in 1986 to 57% in 2006,
presumably reflecting the growing importance of the ‘point system’ in immigrant selection.
Once again, we would expect this trend to have limited the potential of Canadian skilled
immigration to raise patent rates.
Finally, in the remaining rows of Table 2.1 we report the weighted sample means of
city-level average age, nominal income, and employment rates, as well as the expected
patents per capita variable described above. Simple correlations with the sample means in
Table 2.1 appear to suggest that patenting rates tend to be higher in older populations and
tend to increase in recessions (based, in particular, on the large increase in the patenting
rate between 1991 and 1996 when employment rates fell). More compelling evidence of
these effects is, however, provided by regression analyses that control for unobserved period
effects.
The results from estimating equation (2.1) using both the HGL specification (1) and
a richer set of controls (2) are reported in Table 2.3. The first column indicates that
increasing the Canadian university-educated immigrant share by 1 percentage point is
expected to increase patents per capita by about 1.1 log points. The comparable U.S.
estimate (see specification (1) of Table 5 in HGL) is 14.7 log points, which falls far outside
the confidence interval of our estimate. The coefficient on the native share is, however,
almost identical to the HGL estimate (4.5 compared to the HGL estimate of 4.1) and is
statistically significant at the 10% level. This suggests that the large difference in our
immigrant share estimated does not reflect greater measurement error in our population
shares, structural economic difference between the two countries, or other differences in
our methodological differences, such as our focus on cities, as opposed to states. In fact,
if we use an alternative specification and variable definitions that most closely match
that of HGL, that is, using 10-year first-differences (instead of 5) and counting patents
only for the one year following the census year based on the residence of only the first
inventor, the difference in the impact of university-educated immigrants across the two
countries becomes even larger. Although the variances of the estimated coefficients increase
substantially, presumably due to the smaller sample size and noisier dependent variable, the
point estimates suggest even smaller beneficial impacts of skilled immigration in Canada,
and a slightly larger impact of skilled natives.14
14These results are available from the authors upon request.
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The second column of Table 2.3 presents our results using a richer set of controls. Al-
though the university-educated immigrant coefficient increases to 3.5, on par with the
effect of university-educated natives, this coefficient is still statistically insignificant and
much smaller than the HGL benchmark estimate. In the next two columns of Table 2.3 we
instead define the skilled population as university-educated individuals who are employed
in a STEM occupation. As expected, the point estimates increase substantially, but more
for immigrants than natives. Using the HGL controls, the estimated effects of increasing
the skilled immigrant population share are now 7.3 and 6.3 for immigrants and natives,
respectively, but neither estimate is statistically significant. However, using the richer set
of controls increases these estimates to 21.7 and 19.0, and both coefficients are statistically
significant at the 10% level. Taken as a whole, the results in Table 2.3 appear to sug-
gest that the impact of university-educated immigration on Canadian patenting has been
modest and, that this is in large part due to the low employment rates of STEM-educated
Canadian immigrants in STEM jobs.
In Table 2.4, we explore this issue in more detail by redefining the skilled population
using information on field of study. Since we are forced to drop the 1986-1981 differences,
we re-estimate the first two columns of Table 2.3 using the smaller sample (columns 1 and
2). The key result is that refining our definition of skilled to mean university educated
in a STEM field has essentially no impact on the immigrant coefficient, but increases
the native coefficient substantially. Both immigrant coefficients remain close to zero and
are insignificant, whereas the native coefficients increase to 16.8 and 19.1 in specifications
(2.1) and (2.2), respectively (compared to 5.4 and 4.2 in columns 1 and 2) and are both
significant. The difference in the impact of STEM-educated immigrants and natives is
stark. An obvious question is to what extent the difference reflects the foreign educational
credentials of immigrants. In the fifth and sixth columns of Table 2.4, we distinguish
between Canadian- and foreign-educated immigrant. Although the estimates for Canadian-
educated immigrants are larger, they are still much smaller than the comparable coefficients
for natives, suggesting that the difference reflects, at least in part, something other than
schooling quality. One possible explanation is employer discrimination against Canadian-
educated immigrants with ethnic names, consistent with the Canadian audit study of
Oreopoulos (2011).
Finally, in the last two columns of Table 2.4 we examine the impact of increasing the
population share of immigrants and natives that are not only university-educated in a
STEM field, but also employed in a STEM occupation. Here we see a substantial increase
in the coefficient on the immigrant population share to 9.3 and 36.3 in specifications (2.1)
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and (2.2), respectively. The latter coefficient is statistically significant at the 10% level
and comparable in magnitude to the 52.4 for the immigrant scientists and engineers share
in HGL (Table 6 panel C). Taken as a whole, the estimates appear to suggest that the
relatively small contribution of skilled immigrants to innovation in Canada does not reflect
the educational backgrounds of Canadian immigrants, in terms of either their relative
concentration in STEM fields or the quality of their schooling. Rather, it seems that
barriers to employment in STEM jobs are the primary source of their modest contribution
to innovation.
It is, of course, possible that our naive FD estimates are downard biased, perhaps as a
consequence of measurement error in the Canadian population shares. In Table 2.5, we
examine the robustness of our estimates to instrumenting immigration to Canadian cities.
As described in Section 3, we instrument changes in skilled immigrant populations using
stock populations based on Census data. Our first stage estimates are significant at the
1% level.
Using our complete sample, we define skilled workers as: (i) the university educated;
or (ii) university-educated and employed in a STEM job. The IV estimates of the effect
of raising the university-educated immigrant share change little and continue to suggest
small positive and statistically insignificant effects. This is in sharp contrast to HGL, whose
estimates based on the same instrument nearly double in magnitude (see Panel A of Table
8). Isolating the effect of increasing the population share comprised of university-educated
immigrants who are employed in a STEM job continues to produce substantially larger
estimates. Using the richer controls (specification (2.2)) the point estimate goes from 1.1
to 10.4 and is statistically insignificant, although the latter is now half what it was in Table
2.3.15
2.5 Conclusions
We argue that Canada is an important case study because its ‘point system’ for screening
prospective immigrants is seen by many as a model of how to raise the average skill levels of
15A further concern is that the inclusion of endogenous control variables could bias our results. We
ran the IV specifications in table 2.5 with only fixed effects and obtained similar coefficients for the share
of university-educated immigrants and somewhat larger but still insignificant coefficients on university-
educated STEM-employed immigrant shares.
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immigration inflow. The main finding from our analysis is that Canadian STEM-educated
immigrants who are successful in obtaining jobs in STEM areas do appear to raise patenting
rates in a significant way. However, with little more than one-third of STEM-educated
immigrants finding employment in STEM jobs, the impact Canadian skilled immigration
on patent rates has been relatively modest in comparison to the United States. The
fact that the employment rates of Canadian STEM-educated immigrants in STEM job
has, if anything, tended to decrease over time, while the comparable rate for Canadian
natives has been increasing, should be cause for concern among policymakers contemplating
introducing ‘point systems’ for immigrant selection. Given the modest magnitude of our
estimated effects, it appears that, for Canada, any spillover effects of immigrants on native
patenting are minimal.
What is the policy relevance of these findings? It would appear that adopting a ‘point
system’ so as to put more weight on STEM educational backgrounds is unlikely to have
the desired effect of boosting innovation. Rather, our evidence emphasizes that selecting
immigrants with STEM skills is not sufficient, given the challenges that Canadian STEM-
educated immigrants appear to face in obtaining STEM jobs. The critical question for
policy is whether the employment barriers that STEM-educated immigrants appear to face
reflect differences in their skills and abilities or labour market inefficiencies arising from
information frictions in job search, foreign credential assessment, or racial discrimination.
In this regard, it is noteworthy that STEM-educated immigrants find STEM employment
less frequently than natives even when they were educated in Canadian universities and
that the contribution of STEM-educated immigrants from Canadian universities appears
to also fall far short of the comparable contribution to innovation of native-born Canadians.
This suggests to us that more than information frictions around the value of immigrants’
educational credentials is responsible.
An alternative explanation is that the employment challenges of Canadian STEM-
educated immigrants primarily reflect differences in Canadian and U.S. skilled immigration
policy. In particular, whereas the vast majority of skilled immigrants in the U.S. are ad-
mitted via temporary work permits from sponsoring employers, H-1B visas in particular,
skilled-stream immigrants arriving in Canada as new permanent typically do not have pre-
arranged employment.16 Instead, the Canadian ‘point system’ grants permanent residency
to foreign applicants solely on the basis of their foreign educational credentials and years
16Administrative data from the U.S. Office of Immigration Statistics indicate that somewhere between
75% and 90% of new skill-stream permanent residents in the U.S. between 2001 and 2011 transitioned from
a temporary work permit or student visa (see Yearbook of Immigration Statistics, Homeland Security,
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of work experience. To the extent that U.S. employers have richer information regarding
the productivity of foreign workers, STEM-educated immigrants in U.S. are not only be
more likely to “hit the ground running” with a job, but may also be of higher “quality” on
dimensions unobservable to the ‘point system.’ This suggests that it would be beneficial
for Canada to put greater emphasis on pre-arranged employment in its skilled immigrant
selection policy. Indeed, in January 2015, Canada introduced the Express Entry (EE) sys-
tem for processing applications for permanent residency, which gives priority to applicants
with job offers from Canadian employers. Our evidence suggests that this should serve to
raise the employment of Canada’s STEM-educated immigrants in STEM jobs and, in turn,
the contribution of Canada’s immigrants to Canadian innovation.
various years). In contrast, over the same period, between 10% and 25% of Canadian skilled-stream
immigrants transitioned from a work or student visa (see Facts and Figures, Immigration, Refugee, and
Citizenship Canada, various years).
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Figure 2.1: University-educated immigrant population shares and patent per capita,












































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































An Analysis of the Patenting Rates
of Canada’s Ethnic Populations
3.1 Introduction
Canada’s persistently poor productivity performance relative to the U.S. has arguably been
its most significant national economic policy issue for the past two decades. It is an issue
of critical concern because there is a growing consensus that productivity, and more specif-
ically the innovative activity that gives rise to it, is the primary driver of economic growth
and determinant of living standards in the long-run. However, despite Canadian 15-year-
olds ranking among the world’s best performers in science and mathematics (OECD, 2016),
a world-renowned ‘points system’ for screening skilled immigrants, and significant govern-
ment support for research and development (R&D), Canadian corporations continue to lag
behind their global peers on innovation and productivity measures (Coucil of Canadian
Academincs, 2013).
While the root causes of Canada’s productivity gap remain elusive, the solution is in-
creasingly being framed in terms of labour market skills, and in particular the need to
increase the proportion of the workforce with advanced skills in science, technology, engi-
neering and mathematics (STEM). For example, the government of Ontario recently an-
nounced a commitment to increase the annual number of STEM graduates from 40, 000 to
50, 000.1 STEM workers are seen as having not only the cutting-edge knowledge necessary
1See Clark, 2017
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to augment and expand existing technologies, but are believed to also have the potential
to create knowledge spillovers on neighbouring workers within cities, regions, and coun-
tries. Harnessing the economic growth potential of STEM workers is central to the current
Liberal government’s innovation agenda: plans to invest in the digital and coding skills of
school-age children: skills training for the unemployed and underemployed; and policies to
ease the recruitment of foreign workers within 10 designated occupation, all of which fall
within the information and communications technology (ICT) sector.2
Notwithstanding the government’s policy efforts, the reality is that we know almost
nothing about who is driving innovation in Canada. If governments are to lever education,
training, and immigration policies to raise innovation, a first step is knowing what types
of workers are contributing to Canadian innovation growth. While immigrants comprise
less than one-quarter of the adult population, they represent 41% of individuals educated
in STEM, 53% of individuals with a PhD degree, and 66% of STEM-employed PhDs,
suggesting that they play an important role.3 To what extent are immigrants contributing
to innovation, and are there differences between the contributions of immigrants educated
in Canada and immigrants educated abroad? Is innovation primarily being generate by
workers employed in STEM occupations? What are the education levels of our most
innovative workers and to what extent are they educated in STEM fields? And are workers
educated in STEM fields being employed in STEM jobs?
In this article, we provide evidence on the human capital driving Canadian innovation
by relating changes in the patenting rates of 11 ethnic populations over the 1986-2011
period to changes in the educational and employment characteristics of these populations.
To estimate patenting rates for ethnic groups, we use the first and last names of inventors
recorded in patent applications to infer inventors’ ethnic backgrounds, and ancestry data
from the Census and National Household Survey (NHS) to estimate ethnic populations.
The resulting annual time-series data reveal higher patenting rates among ethnic minority
groups, particularly Korean-, Japanese-, and Chinese-Canadians, and suggest that immi-
grants, while less than one-quarter of the population, account for roughly one-third of
2The list includes computer and information systems manager (0213), computer engineers (2157), in-
formation systems analysts and consultants (2171), database analysis and data administrators (2172),
software engineers and designers (2173), computer programmers and interactive media developers (2174),
web designers and developers (2175), electrical and electronics engineering technologists and technicians
(2241), information systems testing technicians (2283), and digital media designers (subset of 5241).
3Figures are the estimated share of the Canadian population aged 18-70 in each category that are
immigrants or temporary residents from the 2011 National Household Survey.
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Canadian patents in recent years. The educational and employment characteristics of eth-
nic minorities, in particular the share with a PhD, with a STEM education, and employed
in a STEM job, account in large part for these differences. Lastly, our results suggest
larger contributions to patenting among the foreign-educated, than Canadian-educated,
immigrants. This difference, which runs counter to the current direction of Canadian
immigrant selection policy favouring former international students, is also evident in sub-
stantially lower STEM employment rates of Canadian-educated immigrant with a STEM
education (particularly among Master’s and PhD educated immigrants).
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In the following section, we briefly
review the current literature and the Canadian evidence. In section 3, we describe our
methodological approach, including the data that we employ. In Section 4 we discuss our
main findings and their policy relevance. Section 5 concludes.
3.2 Existing Literature
Innovation is notoriously difficult to measure. On the one hand, we can measure inputs into
innovation activities, such as R&D expenditures or the number of engineers and scientists.
Alternatively, we can measure innovation outputs like the intensity of high-tech exports,
the number of publications, or the number of patents. Much of the literature has focused on
patents, because the data is objective, plentiful, and widely available. Moreover, because
patents are costly, they are more likely to represent innovations with commercial value
than are publications. Certainly, not all innovations are presented and not all patents
represent valuable innovations, but there is a consensus among researchers that as a body,
they provide a useful measure of innovation and technological progress (Griliches, 1990).
Patenting in Canada has historically been low, particularly relative to the United States.
Figure 3.1 presents patents per capita for Canada and the U.S. between 1986 and 2011.
There is a clear and persistent gap between the two countries. While some of the gap is
undoubtedly explained by structural differences, such as Canada’s relative industrial mix,
degree of firm foreign ownership, and small firm size, identifying the human capital factors
underlying the gap remains a first-order policy question.
Knowledge of the human capital characteristics of inventors (patent creators) can pro-
vide useful insights to inform both innovation and immigration policy. The most direct
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way to examine inventor characteristics is to analyse patent data, which, among other
things, provide information on the geographic residence of inventors (Jaffe, Trajtenberg,
and Henderson, 1993), the firms they work for (Song, Almeida, and Wu, 2003), and their
gender, since first names in most cultures are gender-specific (Frietsch et al., 2009; Kugele,
2010). Patents, however, provide no information on the educational or other human cap-
ital characteristics of inventors. To obtain richer information, researchers have relied on
surveys of inventors using patent databases for sampling frames. The first such study by
Schmooker (1957), surveyed 87 inventors who were granted U.S. patents in 1953. Since
then, numerous inventor surveys have been conducted including Amesse et al. (1991) who
surveyed 374 Canadian individual inventors, Giuri et al. (2007) who surveyed 9, 017 Eu-
ropean inventors, and No and Walsh (2010), who examined 3, 658 inventors residing in
Japan and 1, 919 inventors residing in the United States. Typical findings in these studies
are: a significant underrepresentation of women (they represent 1.1% of Canadian, 2.8% of
European, 1.7% of Japanese, and 5.2% of U.S. inventors); a large fraction of inventors with
tertiary education (58%, 76.9%, 87.9%, and 93.6%, respectively); and an important over-
representation of individuals with doctoral degrees (26.0%, 12.9%, and 45.2% of Japanese,
European, and U.S. inventors, respectively).
The obvious concern with surveying inventors directly is low response rates with selective
non-response. In their 2006 review of 8 studies using inventor surveys, Mattes, M. C.
Stacey, and Marinova (2006) find response rates ranging from 23% to 55%. In addition,
samples are often unrepresentative of the populations of interest, because for example,
addresses are only available in Unite States Patent and Trademark Office (USPTO) patents
for individual assignees. A more recent paper by Jung and Ejermo (2014) applies a higher
degree of sophistication by matching 81, 386 Swedish inventors who filed patents at the
European Patent Office between 1978 and 2009 to population register data from Statistic
Sweden, achieving a match rate of 79.3%. They find that between 1985 and 2007, the
share of inventors with at least two years of post-secondary education increased from 44%
to 76%, the share of inventors with a doctoral degree more than doubled from 14% to 29%,
and by 2007, 90% of inventors had at least some post-secondary education in a STEM
field. In addition, the share of female inventors rose over this period from 2.4% to 9.1%,
while their average age dropped from a high of 46.3 in 1996 to 43.4 in 2007.
An alternative to relying on patent data itself is to exploit broader population surveys
with information on the characteristics of individuals and whether they have ever patented.
For example, Stephan et al. (2007) use the 1995 U.S. Survey of Doctoral Recipients to ex-
amine the extent of patenting activity of 10, 962 doctoral students and find that patenting
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is related to field of study and publications output. Hunt and Gauthier-loiselle (2010)
examine data from the 2003 National Survey of College Graduates and find that U.S. im-
migrants patent at twice the rate of U.S. natives and that this difference can be entirely
attributed to a higher incidence of immigrants holding science and engineering degrees.
Using the same survey, Hunt, Garant, et al. (2013) examine why women are underrepre-
sented among patent inventors and find that the gap primarily reflects low employment
rate of STEM-educated women in STEM jobs.
Finally, a third strategy is to aggregate patent counts on some dimension that is observed
in the patent data, such as the geographic residence of inventors, and relate the variation in
these counts to the characteristics of the underlying populations. Kerr and Lincoln (2010),
for example, relate patent counts within U.S. cities to H-1B skilled immigrant inflows
into cities. Hunt and Gauthier-loiselle (2010) relate patenting rates within U.S. states to
the share of state populations comprised of college-educated immigrants and, similar to
Kerr and Lincoln (2010), find that immigrants contribute significantly to U.S. innovation.
Moreover, in contrast to Kerr and Lincoln (2010), the magnitude of their estimates suggest
large spillover effects of immigrants on the patenting rates of natives. Finally, Skuterud,
Blit, and Zhang (2017) examine patenting rates within Canadian cities, closely following
the methodology of Hunt and Gauthier-loiselle (2010), and find relatively modest impacts
of Canadian university-educated immigrants on patenting rates, but much larger effects
when attention is restricted to university-educated immigrants who are employed in STEM
jobs.
As noted above, there is a dearth of research on the human capital characteristics that are
associated with patenting in Canada. The 1991 paper of Canadian inventors by Amasse
et al., described above, is the most recent Canadian study prior to Skuterud, Blit, and
Zhang (2017). Moreover, it only examines the characteristics of the minority of inventors
that patent as as individuals (and not as employees of a firm). The dearth of Canadian
evidence presumably reflects the dearth of data. Most notably, Canada’s survey of univer-
sity graduates – the National Graduate Survey (NGS) – does not identify the patenting
activity of respondents. We are, in fact, unaware of any large nationally representative
Canadian survey that queries patenting activity. To contribute further to the Canadian
evidence, in this article we examine aggregated patent rates, but rather than exploit spatial
variation, as in our previous study, we use the names of Canadian inventors provided in
patent applications to estimate patenting rates within ethnic population.4 We then inves-
4We thank Bill Kerr for providing us with these data.
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tigate which educational and employment characteristics of these populations appear to
drive innovation growth, as well as the relative role that immigrants play in contributing
to Canadian innovation.
3.3 Methodology
We collected data on all patents granted by the USPTO between January 1986 and Novem-
ber 2014 and identified the subset of patents in which one or more inventors have a Cana-
dian residential address. We use USPTO patents because they are a better measure of
innovation by Canadians than Canadian Intellectual Property Office (CIPO) patents.5 In
total, we have 85, 658 Canadian patents with an application year between 1986 and 2011.
While we do not directly observe the ethnicity of patent inventors, we can estimate
probable ethnicities based on inventors’ names reported in full in patent citations for all
inventors involved in the innovation. Our data use two commercial ethnic name databases
and an associated name-matching algorithm, developed and customized by Kerr (2007)
for USPTO data, to match inventors to one of 9 groups: English, European (including
French), Chinese, Indian, Japanese, Korean, Vietnamese, Russian, and Hispanic.6 The
matching procedure, uses first, middle, and last names, and has been used in Kerr (2007)
and Kerr and Lincoln (2010).7 The algorithm places the largest emphasis on the surname.
For example, the inventor “James Wong” is assigned to the Chinese ethnic group and
“John Rodriguez” to the Hispanic group, despite both inventors having English first names.
First and middle names are influential when the surname is either ambiguous or does not
correspond to one of the nine groups. Kerr (2007) provides further details on the procedure,
as well as summary statistics and robustness checks.8 The match rate for our sample of
5Not only do Canadian inventors patent at much higher rates at the USPTO than they do at CIPO,
there is also some evidence that CIPO patents are largely a subset of USPTO patents. As reported in Blit
(2017), Canadian residents applied for 1, 129 CIPO patents and 4, 300 USPTO patents in 2000, and 2, 937
CIPO patents and 8, 903 USPTO patents in 2015. In addition, among 100 CIPO patents sampled, 93 had
a corresponding USPTO patent.
6The Hispanic group includes Filipino, since the most common Filipino surnames are all of Spanish
origin.
7We wish to thank Bill Kerr for conducting this matching procedure on our data.
8For example, he shows that 85% of UK inventors are assigned to the English group, 74% of inventors
in Hispanic countries to the Hispanic group, 88% of Indian inventors to the Indian group, 88% of Chinese
and Singapore inventors to the Chinese group, 81% of Russians to the Russian group, 84% of South Korean
inventors to the Korean group, and 100% of Japanese inventors to the Japanese group. The one surprise
is that only 36% of Vietnamese inventors are assigned to the Vietnamese group.
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Canadian inventors is 98.9%. The small fraction of unmatched names is assigned to the
group “Others.”
For the purpose of our analysis of Canadian inventors, we further subdivided the Eu-
ropean group into French and non-French patents using historical records of baptismal
certificates from Quebec Catholic parishes from the years 1621-18499 and a listing of the
family names of individuals born in France between 1890 and 2015.10 We classified any
inventor whose last name either appeared in a Quebec historical baptismal certificate or
was in the 25, 000 most common surnames in France as French. To be sure, this aggressive
classification likely results in some non-Franco European names, such as Schmitt, being
classified as French. However, we prefer to, if anything, overestimate French patenting
rates, which we find to be exceptionally low relative to other Canadian ethnic groups.
In order to avoid giving more weight to patents with more inventors, we divide fractions
of patents equally across inventors where there are multiple inventors on a single patent.
Moreover, the names of some inventors results in them being probabilistically mapped
to more than one ethnic group. In these cases, patent counts are further divided. For
example, a patent with two inventors, one of whom is English with 100% certainty, and
the other is French with 50% probability and Hispanic with 50% probability, would yield
half a patent count to the English group, a quarter to the French group, and a quarter to
the Hispanic group. We obtain patent counts by ethnic group and patent application year
by adding these counts across all patents.
In constructing our time-series of ethnic patenting rates, we assign patent years accord-
ing to the year of the initial application, rather than the year in which the patent was
granted, since applications will be closer in time to the creation of the intellectual property
underlying the patent. However, since patten applications typically take multiple years to
process and we only observe patents granted up to November 2014, our patent counts for
the later application years will tend to be lower due to data truncation. Within our sample
of patents granted in 2013, 58% of patents were granted within 3 years after application,
75% within 4 years, 86% within 5 years, 93% within 6 years, and 96% within 7 years. Our
9We wish to thank Bertrand Desjardins and the Programme de Recherche en Demographie Historique
for giving us access to these data.
10This data is from the Repertoire National d’Identification des Personnes Physiques de l’Insee. It is
available at from the genealogie.com website at http://www.genealogie.com/nom-de-famille/classesment-
general-1
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estimated patent counts should, therefore, be roughly 42%, 25%, 14%, 7%, and 4% lower
for 2011, 2010, 2009, 2008 and 2007, respectively.
This truncation is evident in the decline in the national-level patenting rates in Figure
3.1. To account for this truncation in the empirical estimation, we control for quadratic
time trends in all of our models. Our models also include a time trend for each ethnic
group. These trend terms should absorb any differential growth in patenting due to ethnic
groups that are concentrated in sectors with higher patenting growth, as well as the effects
of institutional changes in the USPTO, which have resulted in the granting of more, and
possibly lower value, patents (Jaffe and Lerner, 2004).
To estimate patents per capita for each ethnic group, we divide our ethnic patent counts
by estimates of the underlying ethnic populations aged 18-70. To estimate these popula-
tions, we use data from the 1986, 1991, 1996, 2001 and 2006 long-form Censuses and the
2011 National Household Survey (NHS), which asked all respondents: “To which ethnic
or cultural group(s) did this person’s ancestor belong?”. Where individuals claim multi-
ple ethnicities, we count fractions of individuals. The full concordance between the large
number of ethnicities in the Census/NHS responses and the 11 groups in our patent data,
and the resulting estimated ethnic populations of individuals aged 18-70, are presented in
appendix C.1.
The Census data files provide 20% random samples of the Canadian population. How-
ever, in 2011 the long-form Census was replaced with a voluntary survey, the NHS, which
sampled one-in-three Canadian households and obtained a 68.6% response rate. We use
the sampling weights provided in the NHS and Census data, which are designed to ensure
the national representativeness of the samples. Table 3.1 shows the estimated population
of individuals aged 18-70 by ethnic group for each of the Census years, in addition to the
fraction of the group that are immigrants and the group’s unconditional patenting rate.
The growth rates in the estimated populations between 2006 and 2011 do not suggest
any significant biases owing to selective non-response in the 2011 NHS. Finally, to ob-
tain annual population estimates to combine with our annual patent counts, we linearly
interpolate populations in the years between the quinquennial Census and NHS years.
Our final sample is a panel of annual patenting rates from 1986 through 2011 for 11 ethnic
groups, providing a pooled sample of 286 observations. We examine the determinants of
these rates by regressing them on the educational and employment characteristics of ethnic
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groups, which are also estimated using the Census and NHS data. Specifically, we estimate
the following linear regression model:
patentset
popet
= α + x̄et
′β + z̄′etγ + φe + λet+ t
2 + εet (3.1)
where the dependent variable is the number of granted patents with application year t
filed by inventors from ethnic group e divided by the group’s population in year t; x̄et is a
vector of group means that we expect to influence the propensity to patent; z̄et is a vector
of control variables; φe are fixed effects for ethnic groups; t is a time trend equal to 1 in
1986; and εet is a random error. The vector of explanatory variables includes the shares
of group e in year t who: hold a doctoral degree, a master’s degree, a bachelor’s degree,
and a non-university post-secondary diploma or certificate; are educated in a STEM field;
are employed in a STEM occupation; are born in Canada, are born abroad but educated
in Canada, and are born and educated abroad; and are self-employed. Appendix C.2
outlines in detail which fields are included in the STEM category. Our education source
variables measure the share of foreign-born individuals who are educated in Canada and
educated abroad (the omitted group is Canadian born individuals), which we estimate using
information on years of schooling and age at immigration.11 Finally, STEM employment
is captured by the share that are STEM professionals and, separately, the share that are
employed in technical STEM occupation. Appendix C.3 gives a detailed discussion of
the STEM occupation classification. The vector of control variables includes the male
population share, average age, and the population share between 40 and 54 years of age12
Finally, note that we restrict the quadratic term of the time trends, intended to capture
the truncation in the patent rates after 2006, to be the same across ethnic groups.
We estimate the parameters of equation (3.1) using a feasible generalized least squares
(FGLS) estimator assuming group specific heteroskedasticity and autocorrelation (an AR(1)
process) and contemporaneous correlations across groups. We have also estimated equa-
tion (3.1) by OLS with standard errors clustered by ethnic groups. While the standard
errors roughly double, the findings on which we draw our main conclusions do not change.
11We assume that schooling is strictly continuous, so that years of schooling plus 6 identifies the age
of school completion. We then identify whether the last completed degree was obtained in Canada or
abroad by comparing this age to the age at immigration. While the resulting variable contains some
measurement error due to cases where schooling is not continuous or where international students ob-
tain Canadian schooling prior to landing, the consequences of this measurement error are unlikely to be
significant (Skuterud and Su, 2012).
12The latter “middle aged” variable was included because Amesse et al. (1991) found a disproportionate
number of Canadian inventors in this age group.
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This is also true when we assume a different error structure in the FGLS estimation. Given
the considerable variation in the size of ethnic groups (see Table 3.1), the variance of the
error term across ethnic group observations will vary considerably. We, therefore, weight
our regressions by the unweighted group sizes in the Census/NHS data to improve the
efficiency of the FGLS estimator.
Of primary interest are the differences in patenting intensities across ethnic groups, cap-
tured by φe, and to what extent can be accounted for by the human capital characteristics
in x̄et. The interpretation of the estimates of β are worth emphasizing. Most important,
they do not capture differences in patenting rates between individuals with varying educa-
tional and employment characteristics. Rather, they identify how marginal changes over
time in these characteristics within ethnic groups are related to changes in the patenting
rates of these groups. However, because the variables are population shares, they implic-
itly involve a tradeoff between types of workers. For example, the coefficient on the PhD
population share variable tells us how a one percentage point increase in the share of the
population with a PhD, achieved by reducing the share with a high school diploma or less
(the omitted group), is related to patents per capita produced in that population (condi-
tional on the other variables in the model). These marginal effects are more arguably more
policy relevant than the levels in patenting rates, since it is at the margin that policy can
affect these shares.
A complication in the analysis is that the patenting rates and the ethnic minority shares,
as well as many of the explanatory variables in the model, such as the PhD population
shares, are trending upwards over the sample period. To limit the possibility that our
estimates are capturing spurious correlations over time, we control for group-specific time
trends. Using a Levin, Lin, and Chu (2002) unit root test with group-specific intercepts
and linear time trends, we are able to reject the null hypothesis that the patent rates time-
series contain a unit root over the years with no truncation (1986-2006).13 Nonetheless, in
the absence of valid instrumental variables for the population shares in the vector x̄et, the
estimated marginal effects cannot be given a causal interpretation. Some caution should
therefore be exercised when inferring what the effect might be of, for example, a policy
13The Levin, Lin, and Chu (2002) test is appropriate for panels of “moderate size,” described as having
between 10 and 250 panels and 25 to 250 observations per panel. The value of the LLC test statistic
is −2.5203 with a p-value of 0.0059. If we include post-2006 years, where truncation leads to declining
patenting rates, the test statistic is no longer significant. However, this is because the test does not allow
for a higher-order polynomial time trend to capture the curvature in the trend.
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directed at raising the share of Canadians with a STEM education on Canadian patenting
rate.
Finally, it turns out that the ethnic fixed effects alone account for 74% of the variation in
our pooled sample of 286 ethnic patenting rate. When we also add the year fixed effects, the
R-squared statistic rises to 0.8814. Consequently, the remaining variation used to identify
the marginal effects of the education and employment characteristics is limited. Moreover,
the human capital variables tend to be highly collinear over time within ethnic groups.
Therefore, although we would like to identify the effects of interaction of the elements in
x̄et, such as the differential influence of a STEM credential obtained in Canada and abroad
on patenting rates, we are unable to do so with enough precision using our aggregated
data, and therefore focus on estimating more parsimonious specifications.
3.4 Results
We begin our data analysis by examining the sample means of our dependent, explanatory,
and control variables by Census/NHS year. The means, reported in Table 3.2 are weighted
by the number of individuals in each group, so that they are representative of the Canadian
population. Canada’s patenting rate per capita nearly doubled between 1986 and 2011 (in
spite of the undercounting of patents in 2011 due to data truncation). A number of factors,
beyond changes to the institutional setting within which patents are granted and governed
in the U.S., likely contributed to this large increase. First, the educational attainment of
Canadians increased substantially over the period. The share of Canadians with a high
school diploma or less decreased from 65% to 41%, while the share with a doctoral degree
more than doubled. In addition, the share of the population with postsecondary credentials
in STEM fields increased substantially, particularly among immigrants, as did the share of
the population in professional STEM occupations (which increased from 1.7% to 3.2%).
The extent to which individuals educated in a STEM field are employed in STEM sectors,
where R&D is concentrated, is potentially also an important determinant of patenting rates.
Table 3.3 presents conditional probabilities of being employed in a STEM occupation given
a STEM education, by educational attainment, and for three groups: natives, immigrants
whose highest degree was obtained in Canada, and immigrants whose highest degree is
14Calculated as the square of the correlation between the actual and fitted values of the ethnic patenting
rates.
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foreign. The estimates indicate that STEM-educated natives experienced the lowest rates of
education-job mismatch in recent years, followed by immigrants who obtained their STEM
degree abroad (first and third rows). While some of this mismatch is clearly voluntary, we
would expect Canadian-born STEM-educated individuals to be most likely to opt for jobs
outside STEM, since these jobs typically require stronger language and culturally-specific
interpersonal skills. Thus, if anything, voluntary mismatch is likely to be masking even
bigger differences in labour market mismatch between STEM-educated immigrants and
native.
The results in Table 3.3 also indicate that natives and immigrants educated abroad have
experienced substantial improvements in matching over time, while the same is not true
for Canadian-educated immigrants. The divergent experience of foreign- and Canadian-
educated immigrants is most apparent at higher levels of educational attainment. Most
striking is the fact that 32.9% of immigrants with foreign PhDs in a STEM field were em-
ployed in STEM jobs in 2011, compared to only 21.7% of immigrants with Canadian STEM
PhDs (and 23.4% of native STEM PhDs). This is as much explained by the improving
education-job match rates of immigrants with foreign PhDs as by the increasing mismatch
of immigrants with Canadian PhDs. In fact, in the mid-1980s, Canadian-educated immi-
grants with STEM PhDs had the highest job-education match rates of the three groups,
but they seem to have been especially adversely affected by the dot-com crash of the early
2000s.15 An important consideration in our analysis is to what extent the apparent labour
market challenges of immigrants with Canadian STEM education are reflected in their
relative contribution to patenting.
Table 3.1 presents our estimated patenting rates for each ethnic group and each Census
year, and Figure 3.2 plots our estimated annual patenting rates for Canada’s ethnic groups
(we exclude the European and Other group as they are the most heterogeneous and there-
fore least interesting). The results reveal markedly different patenting intensities across
groups, with Canada’s ethnic minorities making larger contributions to Canadian patent-
ing. Almost all of the minority ethnic groups have higher patenting rates than French and
English Canadians, with Koreans and Chinese having particularly high rates, especially in
the most recent years.
15See (Picot and Hou, 2009) for evidence of the impact of the dot-com market crash on the deteriorating
entry earnings of Canadian immigrants, particularly male immigrants who arrived in Canada through the
1990s with the intention of working in information technology (IT) and engineering occupations.
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These ethnic patenting rates, while interesting in and of themselves, also offer a glimpse
into the relative contribution of immigrants to patenting in Canada. In 2011, immigrants
outnumbered natives in 7 of our 11 ethnic groups, with the English-, French-, European-,
and Russian-Canadians being the exceptions (see Table 3.1). Together, the seven majority-
immigrant groups accounted for 29.1% of all Canadian patents, even though they represent
only 19.6 of the population. We can obtain a different (and potentially more accurate)
estimate of the fraction of patents that are generated by immigrants if we assume that
within ethnic groups, immigrants and natives patent at the same rate. This would be true
if, for example, the differences in ethnic patenting rates are driven by cultural factors that
are passed across the generations, as opposed to the higher concentration of immigrants
within some groups. As some suggestive evidence of the importance of cultural factors,
South Korea consistently ranks as one of the most innovative countries in the world, just as
Canadians with Koreans ancestry do within Canada.16 Multiplying our ethnic patenting
rates by the number of immigrants in the ethnic group, and summing the results across
all groups, suggest that immigrants contributed 32.3% of Canadian patents in 2011, even
though they represented only 24.8% of the population. The fact that the majority of
our groups are either largely immigrants or natives implies that this estimate should be
reasonably accurate even if immigrants and natives within the same group have somewhat
different patenting rates. And to the extent that even within ethnic groups immigrants
patent at somewhat higher rates than natives, our estimate of 32.3% will understate the
actual fraction of patents that are generated by immigrants.17
16For example, the Martin Prosperity Institute (2015) ranks South Korea first in their Global Technology
index. South Korea also ranks first in R&D expenditures as a fraction of GDP (authors’ own calculation
for 2011) and fourth behind Japan, the U.S., and Israel in granted USPTO patents per capita (authors’
own calculation for 2008).
17An alternative assumption, consistent with the view that cultural differences across groups are unim-
portant for driving innovation and what matters is whether individuals are immigrants (and the skills and
attitudes that immigrants bring with them), is that within each group the relative patenting rate of immi-
grants and natives is the same as the national relative patenting rates between immigrants and natives. We
can then compute the immigrant share of national patenting by initially assigning equal patenting rates
to all individuals within a group and computing the ensuing relative patenting rates of immigrants and
natives at the national level. We then assign this relative patenting rate between immigrants and natives
to each group (instead of assuming equal patenting rates) and compute a new relative patenting rate at
the national level. We continue iterating in this way until the national relative patenting rate reaches a
steady state (a fixed point). It should be noted that this procedure can overestimate the national patenting
contributions of immigrants if the relative patenting rates of immigrants and natives within groups are on
average lower than the national relative rate. This approach yields the estimate that immigrants account
for 41.4% of all Canadian patents in the year 2011.
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Several factors could explain the higher patenting rates of Canada’s ethnic minorities
(and immigrants). First, as shown in Figure 3.3, ethnic minorities are more likely to have
university degrees at all levels. The education levels of Canadians with Korean, Japanese
and Chinese ancestry are especially high in the most recent years, with nearly one-half of
all Korean-Canadians and 40% of Japanese- and Chinese-Canadians being university ed-
ucated. These levels reflect a substantial acceleration in educational attainment observed
after 1996, which has been linked to the effects of a 1993 reform of Canada’s ‘point system’
used for screening skilled migrants, which put greater weight on university education and
less on short-run occupational needs (Beach, A. G. Green, and Worswick, 2007). In ad-
dition, Figure 3.4 reveals that the postsecondary credentials of ethnic minorities are more
likely to be in STEM fields. While the fraction of individuals with a STEM education is
increasing over time for most groups, the rise is particularly stark for the Chinese-, Indian-,
and Korean-Canadians. By 2011, almost one-quarter of Chinese-Canadians were STEM
educated and nearly 20% of Indian- and Korean-Canadians. This appears to be an unin-
tended consequence of the 1993 policy reform, since the revised ‘point system’ did not give
preference to STEM-educated migrants. The share of Chinese individuals with a STEM
occupation is also exceptionally large, reaching almost 10% by 2011. As it turns out, this
steep rise in STEM degrees and occupations for Chinese-Canadians after 1996 (and a sim-
ilar rise in educational attainment) closely matches for the increase in Chinese-Canadian
patenting rates after that year.
While the above descriptive statistics suggest a relationship between education, occupa-
tion, and patenting rates, we now turn to a formal regression analysis of our data. The first
column of Table 3.4 shows the results when we estimate equation (3.1) with ethnic fixed
effects, time trends, and control variables, but without the explanatory variables. Rather
than report the ethnic-specific intercepts and time trends separately, we report the differ-
ence in the (conditional) mean patenting rates of each ethnic group relative to the English
group over the 1986-2011 sample period. For each ethnic group e, this is calculated as
φ̂e + 13λ̂. Consistent with Figure 3.2, the results point to larger contributions of Canada’s
ethnic minorities on Canadian innovation. Six of the seven majority-immigrant groups (the
only exception being the “Other” group) are estimated to have higher patenting rates than
English-Canadians, though the difference is not significant for the Vietnamese group. The
Korean estimate is the largest and indicates that, after accounting for four controls, over
our sample period Korean-Canadian produced 22.14 more patents per 100, 000 adults than
Anglo-Canadian reference group. This is a substantial difference given that the national-
level Canadian patenting rate never exceed 22 patents per 100, 000 adults aged 18-70 in
the 1986-2011 period. The estimates also point to a significant patenting advantage for
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Japanese- and Chinese-Canadians.
Column 2 presents the results when we add the educational attainment, education field,
occupation, immigrant status, source of education, and self-employment explanatory vari-
ables to the baseline specification. Most striking is the large coefficient on the PhD pop-
ulation share. The estimate implies that a one-tenth of a percentage point increase in the
share of the population with a PhD (and offsetting reduction in the share with high school
diploma or less) is associated with an increase of 2.02 patents per 100, 000 individuals. At
the national level, this implies that an increase in the PhD share from its current value of
0.8% to 0.9% would increase patents per adult aged 18-70 by 9.4% in 2002 (the year that
patents per adult peaked at 21.39).
Also of significance, though perhaps less surprising, are the coefficients on STEM educa-
tions and STEM occupation variables. The latter estimate implies that a one percentage-
point increase in the share of individuals employed in a professional STEM occupation
(and equivalent decline in the share not employed in STEM) is associated with an increase
in patents per capita of 4.86 per 100, 000 individuals (for technical STEM occupations the
coefficient is of a similar magnitude, but is estimated less accurately). The coefficient on
STEM education, on the other hand, implies that a one percentage-point increase in the
share of the population educated in a STEM field, holding the remaining shares constant,
including the share employed in a STEM occupation, increases patents per capita by 1.65
per 100, 000 individuals. This suggests that STEM education may contribute to innovation
not just directly by preparing workers for STEM occupations, but also indirectly by teach-
ing important critical thinking and problem-solving skills that can be used to innovate in
any occupation.
In addition to the PhD and STEM employment shares, marginal increases in the share of
the population who are self-employed is associated with higher patenting rates. Specifically,
the point estimates suggest that a one percentage-point increase in the self-employment
share, which increased from 7.3% to 9.4% between 1986 and 2006 at the national level, but
then fell to 8.4% in 2011, is expected to increase patents per 100, 000 individuals by 2.77.
Lastly, there is an unexpected result worth considering. The point estimates on the
Master’s degrees (with an equivalent decline in the high-school-or-less share) is associated
with lower patenting rates. While the result may seem surprising, it is not clear, for exam-
ple, that individuals with MBAs or law degrees (both of which are classified as Master’s
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degrees in our data) contribute more, on average, to patenting than individuals with high
school diplomas, many of whom might be interested in technology, but did not have the
opportunity to further their studies. If we distinguish the Master’s degree variable by
whether or not it was obtained in a STEM field, we obtain a large negative (and strongly
significant) coefficient for the share of the population with a Master’s in a non-STEM field,
but a large positive coefficient (though insignificant due to a large standard error) for the
share of the population with a Master’s in a STEM field.
To what extent can these estimated effects of human capital characteristics account
for the higher patenting rates of ethnic minorities identified in Figure 3.2 and column 1
of Table 3.4? For all of our ethnic groups, with the exception of Hispanics, we observe a
decrease in the ethnic patenting rates differences when we include the explanatory variables
in the model. The large patenting advantage of Korean- relative to Anglo-Canadians
almost entirely disappears, suggesting that the human capital characteristics of Korean-
Canadians fully account for their higher patenting rates. In the case of Chinese-Canadians,
on the other hand, we now find appreciably lower conditional patenting rates compared
to Anglo-Canadians, though the difference is not statistically significant. Only Japanese-
and Hispanic-Canadians now exhibit substantially higher (but not statistically significant)
conditional patenting rates than Anglo-Canadians.
Given the strong correlation between the PhD population shares and patenting rates
identified in Table 3.4, we examine the patent contributions of the PhD population further
by estimating separate marginal effects of PhDs with STEM education and STEM jobs,
as well as for foreign- and Canadian-educated doctorate. The results are presented in
Table 3.5. Not surprisingly, the estimates in column (1) suggest that the exceptional
contribution of PhDs is entirely due to PhDs educated in STEM fields. Specifically, a one-
tenth of a percentage point increase in the STEM-PhD share (which was 0.4% in 2011)
is associated with an additional 2.95 patents per 100, 000 individuals (an increase of 14%
from the peak rate of 21.39 in 2002), conditional on the remaining population shares in
the regression. Interestingly, the magnitude of the coefficient on “STEM educated” drops
drastically relative to that reported in Table 3.4, suggesting that the relationship between
patents per capita and the STEM-educated share is largely driven by STEM-educated
PhDs, an not by STEM-educated individuals with lower educational attainments.
The effect of PhDs also appears to be almost driven entirely by PhDs employed in
a STEM occupation. The point estimate in column (2) suggests that a one-tenth of a
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percentage point increase in the share of PhDs employed in STEM jobs (which was 0.12%
in 2011) is associated with an additional 3.76 patents per 100,000 (a 18% increase in the
2011 national rate). The coefficient on “STEM professional” is substantially smaller than
it was in Table 3.4, suggesting that an appreciable portion of the relationship between
patents per capita and the share of STEM professionals is due to STEM professionals with
a PhD.
Finally, the estimates in column (3) of Table 3.5 suggest that Canadian-born PhDs
are contributing the most to Canadian patenting, with a one-tenth of a percentage point
increase in the share being associated with an additional 5.18 patents per 100, 000. Foreign-
educated immigrants with doctorate also make large and significant contributions to Cana-
dian patenting. Conversely, the effect of Canadian-educated immigrants with PhDs is
statistically indiscernible from zero. We note, as well, that the coefficient on “Foreign edu-
cated” (pertaining to immigrant with all levels of educational attainment) is also positive
and significant, suggesting that the superior performance of foreign-educated immigrants
also holds for lower levels of educational attainment than doctorates. This result is observed
consistently across all specification and is unexpected, given that Canadian-educated im-
migrants are less likely to experience credential recognition issues. Across all specifications,
a large share of the population comprised of Canadian-educated immigrants is associated
with a decline in patents per capita (although the coefficient is never significant), while an
equivalent trade-off between foreign-educated immigrants and native Canadians appears
to have a positive impact on patents per capita (and is always significant).
This could be explained by the fact that, as shown in Table 3.3, the share of Canadian-
educated immigrants with STEM degrees who are employed in STEM jobs declined sig-
nificantly through the 2000s, while at the same time, the STEM-employment rates of
foreign-educated immigrants were stable. The difference in education-job mismatch is par-
ticularly stark at the PhD level where in 2006 and 2011 the STEM employment rate of
foreign-STEM-educated immigrants was more than 50% higher than that of Canadian-
STEM-educated immigrants. This suggests that migrant selectivity, particularly at higher
levels of education, may be more important than credential recognition issues. That is, mi-
grants who are motivated to study in Canada by the pathway to permanent residency that
a Canadian PhD education provides, may be very different from migrants who complete
their doctorates abroad, are then recruited by a Canadian high-tech company or university,
and arrive in Canada with pre-arranged employment.
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Finally, we note that in our specifications which condition on separate STEM and non-
STEM PhD population shares (column 1) and with separate STEM and non-STEM occu-
pation PhD shares (column 2), there is little to no evidence of higher patenting rates among
Canada’s ethnic-minority populations. This is consistent with the view that the cultural
factors, emphasized elsewhere in the literature, and which could produce persistent dif-
ferences across generations of Canadians with varying ethnic ancestries, are not nearly as
important as human capital factors in explaining ethnic differences in the innovativeness.18
3.5 Conclusion
We estimate patenting rates for eleven ethnic groups in the Canadian population and
find that Canada’s ethnic minorities, including both immigrants and their Canadian-born
descendants, make important contributions to Canadian innovation. Given the high con-
centration of immigrants in these ethnic-minority populations, we infer that immigrants
generate at least one-third of Canada’s patents, despite comprising less than one-quarter
of its population. Relating changes over time in ethnic patenting rates to human capital
characteristics of the underlying ethnic populations, we find a large role for increases in
STEM education and employment, and in particular, increases in the share of the popu-
lation with doctoral degrees. Although we are unable to identify the precise causal links
between these variables, our findings do suggest that the higher patenting rates of Canadian
ethnic minorities largely reflect their education and employment characteristics, suggest-
ing that ethnic and cultural traits, emphasized elsewhere in the literature, are relatively
unimportant.
An important finding of our analysis is that Canadian-educated immigrants appear to
be contributing less to Canadian patenting than their foreign-educated counterparts. This
is consistent with our finding of lower STEM employment rates among STEM-educated
immigrants with Canadian, as opposed to foreign, educational credentials. This difference
appears especially large for individuals with a PhD and in the years following the dot-com
18There are a number of different threads of research pointing to a role for ethnic or cultural factors
affecting the contributions of individuals to innovation. For example, there is evidence that ethnic identities
and norms affect the economic behaviour of individuals, including risk preferences (Benjamin, Choi, and
Strickland, 2010). There is also growing discussion, within both business and political spheres, of a possible
link between ethnic diversity and innovation within workplaces, as the ideas and knowledge of minority-
group workers, which are scarce, interact with those of the majority population to produce new ideas and
knowledge (eg., Page, 2007).
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crash of the early 2000s. These findings suggest that credential recognition issues may be
less important than differences in the types of immigrants selected under various immi-
gration programs. For example, programs that emphasize employer job offers, as opposed
to Canadian educational credentials, may be more successful in identifying the types of
highly educated immigrants in STEM fields that contribute most to innovation. Moreover,
these findings suggest that the preference given to Canadian-educated immigrants in the
Federal government’s Express Entry system, and the Provincial Nominee Programs of all
ten provinces, may be unwarranted.
Finally, we note that our findings contrast, to some extent, with the results of our ear-
lier research (Skuterud, Blit, and Zhang, 2017), which found a relatively modest impact
of university-educated immigrants on Canadian patenting rates, when compared to both
Canadian-born educated immigrants and skilled immigrants in the United States (Hunt
and Gauthier-loiselle, 2010). There are, however, important methodological differences
in our two studies. Most important, our earlier study identifies the effect of marginal
changes in skilled-immigrant population shares within 98 Canadian cities on the number
of patents generated in those cities over the subsequent five years. In contrast, the current
study identifies differences in the average patenting rates of existing ethnic populations,
which include both immigrants and subsequent generations of Canadians. It may be that
immigrants’ contributions to Canadian innovation take more than five years to surface.
Alternatively, it could be that earlier immigrant cohorts were more innovative than more
recent cohorts; an explanation that can reconcile the findings of both papers and is consis-
tent with the larger literature documenting a long-term deterioration in the labour market
performance of Canadian immigrants (Picot and Sweetman, 2005). As such, this paper’s
finding that ethnic minorities have higher patenting rates is at best suggestive of the impact
that future immigration might have on innovation. Perhaps the most important take-away
of this study, and our previous one, is that we find relatively low and worsening rates
of STEM employment among STEM-educated immigrants, suggesting that there remains
significant potential for improving how Canada selects its immigrants and supports their
labour market integration.
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Figure 3.1: Patents per 100, 000 population, Canada and the U.S., 1986–201119.
 
Notes: Number of USPTO patents granted to inventors residing in Canada and the U.S. per 100,000
population, by patent application year. Fractional patents were awarded to each country when the patent
had multiple inventors from different countries. Population data was obtained from the World Bank World
Development Indicators. Only patents granted up to November 2014 were tabulated. This truncation of
the data explains the observed drop in patents per capita since 2007.
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Figure 3.2: Patents per 100, 000 individuals by ethnic group, 1986–201120.
 
Notes: Number of USPTO patents granted to inventors residing in Canada and the U.S. per 100,000
population, by patent application year. Fractional patents were awarded to each country when the patent
had multiple inventors from different countries. Population data was obtained from the World Bank World
Development Indicators. Only patents granted up to November 2014 were tabulated. This truncation of
the data explains the observed drop in patents per capita since 2007.
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Figure 3.3: Educational attainment by ethnic group, 1986–201121.
 
Notes: Number of USPTO patents granted to inventors residing in Canada and the U.S. per 100,000
population, by patent application year. Fractional patents were awarded to each country when the patent
had multiple inventors from different countries. Population data was obtained from the World Bank World
Development Indicators. Only patents granted up to November 2014 were tabulated. This truncation of
the data explains the observed drop in patents per capita since 2007.
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Figure 3.4: Share of individuals with STEM education and STEM employment by ethnic
group, 1986–201122.
 
Notes: Number of USPTO patents granted to inventors residing in Canada and the U.S. per 100,000
population, by patent application year. Fractional patents were awarded to each country when the patent
had multiple inventors from different countries. Population data was obtained from the World Bank World
Development Indicators. Only patents granted up to November 2014 were tabulated. This truncation of


































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































The three chapters of my dissertation shed light on what types of labour market skills can
improve workers’ resilience in the labour market and drive innovation growth in Canada.
In Chapter 1, I stress the role of versatile skills to help immigrants deal with adverse
entry economic conditions. Studying labour market outcomes for immigrants who are
in their first 10 years after landing, I obtain three main findings. First, entry economic
conditions do matter, and they matter more for women than men. I suspect this is due
to a married woman’s secondary role in making labour market related decisions within a
household. Second, skill versatility does serve as a cushion to help prevent the sharp decline
in immigrants’ earning outcomes after initial economic setbacks. But this conclusion should
not be generalized to highly educated immigrants, who are more likely to have pre-landing
employment arrangements than their less educated counterparts. Because workers with
more versatile skills are more likely to work in the private sector or in sectors with low
union coverage, a low level of job security is seen for highly educated immigrants with
versatile skills. Last, I relate immigrants’ city-level mobility to economic conditions and
find that moving to other cities does mitigate the impact of initial economic setbacks. I
also find that immigrants’ geographical mobility, to some extent, is strengthened by their
skill versatility.
Turning to economic impacts of skilled immigration, the main finding in Chapter 2 is
that Canadian STEM-educated immigrants who are successful in obtaining jobs in STEM
areas do appear to raise patenting rates in a significant way. However, with little more than
one-third of STEM-educated immigrants finding employment in STEM jobs, the impact
Canadian skilled immigration on patent rates has been relatively modest in comparison
to the United States. The fact that the employment rates of Canadian STEM-educated
immigrants in STEM job has, if anything, tended to decrease over time, while the com-
parable rate for Canadian natives has been increasing, should be cause for concern among
policymakers contemplating introducing ‘point systems’ for immigrant selection. Given
125
the modest magnitude of our estimated effects, it appears that, for Canada, any spillover
effects of immigrants on native patenting are minimal.
In Chapter 3, We estimate patenting rates for eleven ethnic groups in the Canadian
population and find that Canada’s ethnic minorities, including both immigrants and their
Canadian-born descendants, make important contributions to Canadian innovation. Given
the high concentration of immigrants in these ethnic-minority populations, we infer that
immigrants generate at least one-third of Canada’s patents, despite comprising less than
one-quarter of its population. Relating changes over time in ethnic patenting rates to
human capital characteristics of the underlying ethnic populations, we find a large role for
increases in STEM education and employment, and in particular, increases in the share of
the population with doctoral degrees. Although we are unable to identify the precise causal
links between these variables, our findings do suggest that the higher patenting rates of
Canadian ethnic minorities largely reflect their education and employment characteristics,
suggesting that ethnic and cultural traits, emphasized elsewhere in the literature, are
relatively unimportant.
These studies provide direct policy implications for the immigrant selection system.
The key rationale underlying the Canadian approach is that human capital is a stronger
predictor of long-run economic success than the extent to which an immigrants’ skills
match current labour market needs. Although the level of education for new immigrants
has increased dramatically, the labour market skills of Canadian immigrants have not kept
pace with the large increase in their educational levels (Clarke and Skuterud, 2013; Clarke
and Skuterud, 2016; Clarke, Ferrer, and Skuterud, 2016). For that reason, a criticism
on the immigration system has emerged, with arguments that policymakers should not
only address supply-side concerns, but also take the demand side into consideration. The
Express Entry (EE) system introduced in 2015, indeed, gives a greater role to employers in
screening perspective immigrants. Screening immigrant applicants with the requisite skills
demanded by specific sectors and occupations, can ensure a certain level of immigrant
integration; these immigrants may still find difficulty in responding to changing labour
demands, because their skills are tightly tied to specific sectors. Policymakers should,
therefore, not only consider an immigrant’s educational attainment, but also put some
weight on their field-of-study related skill versatility level.
In addition, geographic mobility plays an important role in improving immigrants’ re-
silience in the labour market. To prevent immigrants from being locked in by the local
126
economic conditions, policymakers should not set implicit or explicit barriers for immi-
grants’ mobility within Canada. The Canadian government has made some progress in
addressing related concerns. For example, in April 2017, Canada has removed the two-
year cohabitation requirements that applied to some sponsored spouses or partners of
Canadian citizens and permanent residents, giving more physical flexibility to immigrant
couples.
Moreover, it would appear that adopting a ‘points system’ so as to put more weight
on STEM educational backgrounds is unlikely to have the desired effect of boosting in-
novation. Rather, our evidence emphasizes that selecting immigrants with STEM skills
is not sufficient, given the challenges that Canadian STEM-educated immigrants appear
to face in obtaining STEM jobs. The critical question for policy is whether the employ-
ment barriers that STEM-educated immigrants appear to face reflect differences in their
skills and abilities or labour market inefficiencies arising from information frictions in job
search, foreign credential assessment, or racial discrimination. An alternative explanation
is that the employment challenges of Canadian STEM-educated immigrants primarily re-
flect differences in Canadian and U.S. skilled immigration policy. Our evidence suggests
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The Appendix for Chapter 2
STEM fields of study in the Canadian Census data are identified using information on
major field of study (MFS), which is identified for all individuals who have completed a
post-secondary program of study. Major field of study is coded using a MFS classification
system during the census years 1986, 1991, 1996 and 2001, while in 2006 it is coded
according Classification of Instructional Program (CIP) Canada 2000. Therefore, we use
the MFS classification as the master code and map the CIP to MFS, and then select the
study fields from MFS to identify STEM fields.
To construct a concordance between MFS and CIP, we make use of the empirical concor-
dances from CIP to MFS provided by Statistics of Canada (http://www12.statcan.ca/census-
recensement/2006/ref/dict/app-ann020-eng.cfm). The empirical concordances provide map-
pings of the distributional relationships between the two classifications. The details are
described on the website. There are three levels of MFS and CIP groupings respec-
tively, correspondingly, three concordances are provided for each group level: CIP primary
groupings-MFS major level (level 1), CIP subseries (4 digit) and MFS minor level (level
2), and CIP instructional programs (6 digit) and MFS unit level (level 3). In these con-
cordances, a share variable is calculated as the percentage of total CIP that is accounted
for by the specific MFS code. Thus for each CIP, the shares add up to 1. A higher share
value indicates a more frequent occurring of a MFS in a CIP.
Our strategy is to take the share variable for each CIP and apply the mode method.
In particular, we start from the level 3 concordance (the least aggregated categories), and
map a CIP to a MFS which returns a highest share value given that particular CIP. If
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there are some CIP categories not mapped to MFS in level 3 concordances, we then use
the level 2 concordances and apply the same method, and then level 1 (At last, there are
quite few CIP categories not being mapped, we then read the descriptions on those CIP
variables and map them to MFS manually.). A list of the concordance is provided in Table
3. Consequently, the STEM field is made up by four major MFS categories: ‘Agricultural,
biological, nutritional and food sciences,’ ‘Engineering and applied sciences,’ ‘Applied sci-
ences technologies and trade; Mathematics,’ and ‘Computer and physical sciences.’
The STEM occupation variable is constructed based on the occupation information in
each census file. To be specific, 1980 standard occupational classification (occ81) sys-
tem is used in 1981 and 1986 census files respectively, and 1991 standard occupational
classification (soc91) system is used in 1991, 1996, 2001 and 2006 census files respectively.
Accordingly, in 1981 and 1986 census files, the STEM occupation is identified if the variable
occ81 falls into the category ‘Major Group 21 Occupations in Natural sciences, engineer-
ing and mathematics;’ while in the rest census files, the STEM occupation is identified




The Appendix for Chapter 3
C.1 Ethnic Populations
In order to obtain sensible estimates of a group’s patenting rate per capita, it is crucial
that the name matching algorithm and the census ethnicity data map as closely as possible.
Thus, the overarching objective of our classification of census respondents into one of our
11 ethnic groups is the mapping of individuals whose names are likely to be assigned to a
particular ethnic group by the algorithm used to identify the ethnicity of inventors’ names.
Our ethnic population estimates for Census year is reported in Table 3.1. The estimates
are based on Census and NHS questions on ethnicity and mother-tongue. The exact
ethnicity question varies slightly by Census year. From 1986 to 2001 the question was “To
which ethnic or cultural group(s) did this person’s ancestors belong?”1 For 2006 and the
2011 NHS, it was “What were the ethnic or cultural origins of this person’s ancestors?”
Table C.1 shows which ancestral ethnicity reported in the Census are mapped to each of
our 11 ethnic groups.
Some ancestral origins are too ambiguous to be classified to one of the 11 ethnic groups
(see the last row of Table C.1. For example, many individual list their ethnic origins as
1Prior to 1996, respondents were given a list of possible ethnicities and were asked to mark any that
applied to them. They were, in addition, given blank spaces to provide any additional ethnicities. Starting
in 1996, the list of options was abandoned and instead respondents were asked to write down their ethnic
origin in blank spaces. This modification to the format in which the ethnicity question was presented could
affect comparability across Census years.
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being “Canadian.” For these ambiguous cases, we use the reported mother tongue. Table
C.2 provides details on which mother tongues are mapped to each of the ethnic groups.
For example, individuals of Canadian origin are grouped into the English group if their
mother tongue is English, and are grouped into the French group if their mother tongue is
French.
Another complexity arises when individuals respond with multiple ethnic origins (which
the Census and NHS surveys allow). In such cases, we assign equal fractions to each
reported ethnicity. For example, a respondent who reports British, Chinese, and French






























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































C.2 STEM Field of Study
STEM field of study is identified based on the field-of-study questions in the Canadian
Census and NHS files. The field-of-study questions are coded according to the predominant
discipline or area of learning or training of a person’s highest completed postsecondary
certificate, diploma, or degree.
The major field of study (MFS) classification system is used during the census years of
1986, 1991, 1996 and 2001. In the 2006 census year, the field-of-study questions are coded
by two separate classification systems: MFS classification and Classification of Instruc-
tional Program (CIP) Canada 2000. In the 2011 NHS, the questions are coded according
to Classification of Instructional Program (CIP) Canada 2011. We classify as STEM-
educated all individuals whose field-of-study is matched to the CIP 2011 STEM categories,
which are available through a variant of CIP 2011-STEM groupings provided by Statistics
of Canada (http://www23.statcan.gc.ca/imdb/p3VD.pl?Function=getVDTVD=139116).
Since the CIP 2011 classification system is only available for the observations in 2011
NHS, we need a concordance of the CIP to the MFS classification, as well as CIP 2000.
Since the 2011 NHS uses both the CIP 2011 and CIP 2000, we use it to construct a
probabilistic concordance between the two classifications. Specifically, a CIP 2000 category
is probabilistically mapped to a CIP 2011 STEM field using the percentage of individuals
with that CIP 2000 category that had that particular CIP 2011 STEM field. Consequently,
each CIP 2000 code is mapped to either STEM or non-STEM, with the shares adding up
to 1. A similar approach is used to convert the MFS to CIP, given that both MFS and
CIP codes are provided in the 2006 census file.
C.3 STEM Employment
The 1986 Census uses the 1980 Standard Occupational Classification (SOC 1980) to clas-
sify occupations; the 1991, 1996 and 2001 Censuses use the 1991 Standard Occupational
Classification (SOC 1991); the 2006 Census uses the National Occupational Classification
for Statistics 2001 (NOC-S 2001); and the NHS uses the National Occupational Classifi-
cation for Statistics 2001 (NOC-S 2006). The STEM occupation variable is constructed
based on the occupation information in each census file. To make the STEM occupation
comparable across years, we take the STEM occupation definition based on NOC-S 2001
code system as the master code and map other classifications to it.
153
The STEM occupation includes professional and technical occupations. According to Ta-
ble C.3, STEM professional occupations include those in the category ‘C0- Professional Oc-
cupations in Natural and Applied Sciences,’ ‘A12 Managers in Engineering, Architecture,
Science and Information Systems.’ STEM technical occupations include ‘C1 -Technical
Occupations Related to Natural and Applied Sciences.’
We combine the above with the individuals’ labour force activity in the reference week
to generate the STEM employment variable. Individuals are classified as either STEM
professionals, STEM technicians, or non-STEM employed (if they are either unemployed,
or employed but not in a STEM occupation).
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